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A bstract

The work presented in this thesis describes the first experimental study of the 

12C(7 ,pd) reaction using tagged photons in the energy range llOMeV to 400MeV. 

The experiment was carried out using the MAMI-B c.w. electron accelerator at 

the Institut fur Kernphysik, Mainz, Germany.

Bremsstrahlung photons were produced on a thin nickel foil and are tagged 

by momentum analysing the recoiling electrons using the Glasgow tagging spec

trometer. The Tagger tags photons with an energy resolution of 2MeV and a 

photon flux of ~ 108s-1. The 12C target was in the form of a 2mm thick graphite 

sheet. A plastic scintillator hodoscope PiP was used to detect the protons from 

the target and in three settings covered polar angles from 22.7° to 156.7° with a 

resolution of ~3.5° and azimuthal angles from -22.8° to +22.8°. The coincident 

deuterons were detected in 3 banks of plastic time-of-flight(TOF) scintillator de

tectors, each made up of four layers. These were positioned opposite to PiP in a 

back-to-back two particle breakup kinematic configuration. The total TOF polar 

angle ranged from 10.5° to 153.4° with a resolution of ~2°, and the azimuthal 

angle from 162.5° to 192.7°. The detector system has a missing energy resolution 

of ~6 MeV for the (7 ,pd) measurement allowing particle breakup from the (lp lp) 

shells and (lslp) shells to be isolated.

Although 2N absorption and quasifree pion production dominate photon ab

sorption at intermediate energies there is some evidence in (7 ,2N) reactions of 

absorption on three correlated nucleons. This study of the photodisintegration of 

12C has focussed on the coincident pd pairs which have been observed to be emit

ted with a strong back-to-back angular correlation. The similarity of this to the 

correlation observed in the dominant (7 ,pn) yield (quasideuteron), suggests the 

possibility of a quasi-3He process, in which the photon is absorbed on a 3-nucleon



cluster. This is important because, under certain kinematic conditions, three- 

body exchange currents can be linked by guage invariance to the corresponding 

three-body forces. However the photon interaction with a 3N cluster may not be 

the only or even the major absorption mechanism, the reaction may be an initial 

(7 ,pn) event followed by (n,d) pickup in some final state interaction. The (7 ,pd) 

reaction is an interesting but small part of the total photoabsorption cross-section 

and knowledge of the relative importance of the reaction mechanisms will provide 

constraints on microscopic theories.

The analysis of the experimental data, together with comparisons to measure

ments of other related photoreactions and predictions from Monte Carlo calcu

lations have shown that the reaction mechanism is consistent with having some 

direct contributing process, similar to that observed in 3He two-body breakup.
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The subject of this thesis is the study of the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction at photon energies 

between 110 and 400 MeV. This is an interesting reaction because it has already 

been shown that three-body forces play an important role in the 3He(7 ,pn)[l], 

3He(7 ,pp)[2, 4] and 3He(7 ,pd)[5] reactions. The study of three nucleon interac

tions in heavier nuclei is more difficult but one way is to study the (7 ,pd) reaction 

which may yield more information about the nature of three body forces and re

veal something about the cluster states of the nucleus. In this chapter the back

ground to the present investigation is reviewed by introducing some theoretical 

concepts as well as outlining some previous experimental work. The motivation 

for the present study is described within this context.

The atomic nucleus is a collection of protons and neutrons bound together by 

the strong nuclear interaction and the nature of this basic interaction between 

nucleons is of great interest to nuclear physicists. A large part of the structure 

of atomic nuclei can be described by the nuclear shell model theory. In analogy 

with the atomic shell model, each nucleon moves as an independent particle in 

a potential well generated by the other nucleons in the nucleus leading to an 

orbit picture in which the nucleons move around in well defined states. This is 

at first a surprising picture because it is not clear how such strongly interacting 

particles can go around the nucleus in complete orbits without colliding with each 

other. The independent particle motion description of the nucleus is only possible 

because of the Pauli exclusion principle which limits the available final states in 

the nucleus into which nucleons can scatter. With the further inclusion of a spin- 

orbit interaction, the shell model successfully accounts for many properties of 

nuclei.

The shell model is a macroscopic mean field theory of the nucleus reproducing 

nuclear properties which depend on the average properties of all the nucleons 

such as binding energies and the magic numbers associated with shell closures.
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However, it does not provide realistic information about the short range correla

tions between nucleons at a microscopic level. The nucleon-nucleon interaction is 

thought to be mediated by the exchange of virtual mesons and many microscopic 

theories attempt to incorporate this explicitly in order to derive a more realis

tic nucleon-nucleon potential in contrast to the mean field potential defined by 

the nuclear shell model. Photonuclear reaction studies provide important tests 

of microscopic models incorporating explicit meson exchange currents and short 

range correlations. Work in this field has already confirmed features beyond the 

long range shell model description.

1.1 T he P h oton  as a P robe o f  th e  N ucleus

The interaction of a photon with a nucleus is electromagnetic in nature and is, in 

principle, calculable to good accuracy therefore removing any uncertainty in the 

interpretation of experimental results arising from the interaction of the probe. 

The electromagnetic coupling between the photon and the nucleus is weak, en

abling the photon to explore the entire volume of the nucleus without distorting 

it significantly. This is a major advantage over nucleonic probes which couple 

strongly to the nucleus resulting mostly in surface absorption. The photon is 

therefore able to interact with all of the main features of the nucleus, the nucle

ons themselves, the mesonic currents and the nucleon resonances formed by the 

excitation of individual nucleons. The relative weakness of the electromagnetic 

interaction however means small reaction cross sections and it is experimentally 

time-consuming to obtain good statistical accuracy.
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1.2 P h oton  Tagging Techniques

Many early experiments employed techniques of photon production which did 

not measure the photon energy and so a full reconstruction of the photoreaction 

kinematics was not possible. The problem of producing intense high energy pho

ton beams of known energy has been overcome by the photon tagging technique. 

Three main schemes for the production and tagging of photon beams are dis

cussed below. In all three an initial electron or positron beam of known energy 

is used to produce the photon beam and one of the products of the interaction is 

detected in order to determine the photon energy.

• Positron Annihilation-in-flight; e+ +  e~ —> 7 -f 7

A beam of positrons is produced from electron bremsstrahlung by pair pro

duction in a high Z  target and momentum analysed to determine its en

ergy. The positron beam is then passed through a low Z  radiator in which 

positron annihilation with atomic electrons produces pairs of photons of 

equal energy in the center of mass frame. In the laboratory frame one pho

ton generally has a higher energy than the other. The low energy photons 

are detected in coincidence with the reaction products, and from their lab

oratory angle the energy of the corresponding high energy photon, which 

interacts with the target, can be determined.

• Laser Backscattering; e~ +  7 —» e~ ' -f 7 ’

Low energy photons are produced by a laser and are then collided with a 

high energy electron beam. The laser photon undergoes inverse Compton 

scattering (inverse because the electron loses energy to the photon), gaining 

in energy due to the large electron momentum and the scattered photon 

emerges in a direction close to that of the electron beam. Detection and 

energy measurement of the recoil electron in coincidence with the reaction
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products determines the energy of the scattered photon.

• Bremsstrahlung; e~ —> e~ ’ +  7 + nuclear recoil

In this process a high energy electron beam is passed through a thin radiator 

producing an intense forward peaked cone of bremsstrahlung photons. A 

measurement of the recoil electron energy determines the photon energy. 

This is the method employed in the present experiment and is discussed in 

more detail in section (2.3).

1.3 T he Total P h o to n  A bsorption  Cross Section

In investigating nuclear interactions one has to succesfully resolve the details of 

interest and this implies using a probe of wavelength comparable in size to that 

of the particular feature and so the character of any photoreaction will vary with 

photon energy. This is illustrated in figure 1.1 absorption cross section per nucleon 

as a function of photon energy for various elements [41]. If the photon interacts 

with a body of size comparable to that of its wavelength then at around 10 MeV it 

sees the whole nucleus as a single entity, and as an ensemble of nucleons, mesons 

and resonances above ~100 MeV. This explains why the cross section per nucleon 

is approximately the same for all complex nuclei between about 100 MeV and 1.5 

GeV and why figure 1.1 is sometimes referred to as a universal curve.

Between about 10 and 30 MeV the cross section is dominated by collective 

excitations of the whole nucleus when the photon is mainly absorbed by electric 

dipole transitions within the nucleus, resulting in an oscillation of the protons rel

ative to the neutrons. This effect, called the giant dipole resonance, is dependent 

upon the nuclear structure and is successfully described by collective models.

The second major peak in the cross section occurs at around 300 MeV and 

is known as the A-resonance region. It arises from the excitation of the nucleon
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a Be 
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Figure 1.1: Total photon absorption cross section per nucleon

to its first excited state, the A (1232) resonance, part of its width in a nucleus 

arising from the Fermi motion of the nucleons. This excitation is the result of the 

interaction between the photon’s electromagnetic field and the quark constituents 

of the nucleon and decays to a pion and a nucleon. The higher resonances of the 

proton shown on figure 1.1 are not evident for complex nuclei and are perhaps 

washed out by the Fermi motion or by Pauli blocking of the decay nucleons.

In the intermediate range of photon energies between ~50 and ~200 MeV 

the cross section is relatively weak and has been shown to arise mainly from 

the absorption of the photon by two interacting nucleons [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. 

Conservation of momentum suppresses the photon absorption on a single nucleon 

and the photon is instead absorbed on a correlated proton-neutron pair. This
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basic assumption has led to the development of the Quasideuteron Model[6] which 

describes the general features of the cross section in this intermediate energy 

region.

1.4 R eview  o f E xperim ent and T heory

1.4.1 Early Photonuclear Reaction M odels

The earliest intermediate energy photonuclear experiments [7, 8] found that the 

spectrum of photoprotons produced had distinct characteristics depending on the 

photon energy. Low energy photons produced low energy protons with a weak 

angular dependence. This phenomenon is successfully accounted for by the Giant 

Dipole Resonance when the collective excitation of the nucleus de-excites via the 

emission of a nucleon. However, higher energy photons produced a strongly 

forward peaked distribution of protons. It was suggested[9] that this high energy 

characteristic results from the absorption of the photon on a single nucleon which 

explained the angular distribution but not the momentum of some of the produced 

protons, which required the initial nucleon momenta to be far greater than the 

Fermi momentum. Levinger[6] however proposed that the photon was instead 

absorbed on a nucleon pair, leading to the development of the quasi-deuteron 

model (QD). He argued that for the proton to have a large momentum in the 

initial state it must have been close to another nucleon to interact with a strong 

mutual force. This model assumes that the pair is proton-neutron in order to 

provide an electric dipole to which the photon can couple while the residual (A- 

2) nucleons act as spectators to the reaction. In this phenemenological model 

the (7 ,pn) cross section o-qd is parameterised in terms of the free deuteron cross
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section <td in the following way

aQD{E,) =  L ~ < r D(E J  (1.1)

where corresponds to the density of the quasideuteron pairs. The Levinger 

parameter L represents the relative probability of two nucleons interacting with 

each other in a complex nucleus compared with that in a free deuteron. Levinger 

calculated this parameter to be 6.4 for 150 MeV photons on carbon, however the 

experimental estimation of the value from fits of equation 1.1 to the total photon 

absorption cross sections produced widely varying results[10, 11, 12, 13]. The 

original model does not take into account the effects of Pauli blocking or of final 

state interactions (FSI).

A more sophisticated model was proposed by Gottfried[16] who showed that 

the cross section for the photoproduction of correlated neutron proton pairs could 

be factorised as

d < T  =  7 7 r u F ( . P ) S f . d i k 1 d 3 k 2  (1.2)

where k\ and &2 are the momenta of the ejected nucleons. The factor F (P ) is 

proportional to the probability of finding two nucleons at zero separation with 

momentum P  = \ki -f k2 — u;|, where lj is the incident photon momentum. F(P)  

can be derived from the shell model wavefunctions of the initial nucleons. The 

factor Sfi is analogous to the free deuteron cross section in the QD model and 

explicitly contains the details of the short range correlations (SRC), the change 

in the nuclear wavefunctions produced by the forces between nucleons at much 

closer than average separation. The factorisation of the (7 ,pra) cross section into 

the above form assumes that the residual excitation energy is small compared 

to the photon energy, that the other nucleons do not influence the reaction, that 

three nucleon effects can be ignored and that the ground state wavefunction of the 

bound pair is the product of short range pair correlation functions and the Slater
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determinant of the shell model wavefunctions of the pair. It further assumes that 

the photon is absorbed by a pn pair in a relative 3Si state.

1.4.2 Testing the Early M odels

Early photonuclear experiments [10,11,12,13] utilising the untagged bremsstrahlung 

technique to determine the photon energy provided qualitative confirmation of 

the QD model by confirming the frequent emission of correlated proton-neutron 

pairs. The average pn opening angle was the similar to that for the deuteron in 

a number of light elements while the opening angle distributions in these light 

elements were wider than that in the deuteron, due to the initial momentum of 

the nucleon pair.

The advent of high duty cycle accelerators and the use of tagged photons 

significantly improved the quality of the experimental data allowing a complete 

reconstruction of the reaction kinematics. The Glasgow group in collaboration 

with Edinburgh, Mainz and Tubingen Universities [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] inves

tigated the (7 ,NN) reaction on 4He,6Li,12C and 160  in the photon energy range 

80 MeV to 157 MeV with a missing energy resolution of ~7 MeV enabling them 

to identify the shells from which the nucleons were emitted. The most extensive 

measurements were made on 12 C and some missing energy (Em) spectra obtained 

for 12C(7 ,pn) and 12C(7 ,pp) are shown in figure 1.2. The (7 ,pn) reaction shows 

a peak near the reaction threshold indicating that the residual nucleus is often 

left in or near the ground state. For the (7 ,pn) case, the shape of the missing 

energy spectra can be simulated by folding together two single nucleon missing 

energy spectra obtained from high resolution (e,e'p) experiments on 12C [19]. 

This supports the view that the residual nucleus acts as a spectator during the 

reaction. The results of a simulation based on the spectator model and the rel

ative strengths of the s and p shells calculated from the number of nucleons in
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Figure 1.2: Missing energy spectra of 12C(/y,pn) and 12C(^,pp) for E1=1^5- 
157MeV. The smooth lines are the result of folding together spectra from high 
resolution 12C(e,e'p) data. The dashed lines are the calculated pp,sp and ss ab
sorption strengths at E^=151MeV [19].

each shell is shown by the smooth solid line. For the dashed line the relative pp, 

sp and ss absorption strengths calculated by Ryckebusch [23] at 2?7=151MeV are 

used.

The (7 ,pp) reaction shows no evidence of a peak at threshold and coupled with 

the results of the simulation suggests that most of the strength does not originate 

from direct absorption on proton-proton pairs. Neither assumption about the 

relative strength of pp, sp and ss absorption succeeds in reproducing the shape of 

the missing energy spectrum. The observed strength at higher missing energies 

indicates that the recoil system is left in an excited state. This can arise from FSI
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following a (7 ,pn) reaction or the onset of virtual pion mechanisms, which are 

located at high missing energy, such as (7 ,iW ) followed by (7r ,2iV) or (N ,2N ) 

which can result in the emission of a third undetected particle.

The observed recoil momentum spectra from the (7 ,pn) and to some extent 

the (7 ,pp) reaction can also be described by a simulation based on the spectator 

model [19]. The spectator model was tested quantitatively by comparing the 

predicted pn pair momentum distribution from Gottfried’s factorised framework, 

P 2 F ( P ) ,  with the observed recoil momentum spectra from the 12C(7 ,pn) reaction. 

The measured recoil momentum is derived from

recoil =  P 7  -  P„ -  P „  =  - P  ( 1 . 3 )

where P 7 ,p , n  are respectively the measured photon, proton and neutron momenta. 

In this model, assuming there are no FSI, the momentum of the recoiling system 

is equal and opposite to the initial momentum of the nucleon pair in the nucleus. 

F ( P )  was derived from harmonic-oscillator nucleon wavefunctions [14] and is 

sensitive to the shells from which the two nucleons emerge. The direction of 

the initial pn pair was assumed to be isotropic. For absorption on two p-shell 

nucleons

( 1 ' 4 )

and if one nucleon was originally in the s-shell

r , " ’ ( p )  "  v p ;  (t ) (L 5 )

The parameter j3 has the value 0.302/m-2 for 12C in order to give the correct 

rms radius.

One important finding from these measurements is the absence of any signif

icant tail of events with large recoil momenta which indicates that FSI do not 

introduce significant distortion to the measured events, since large recoil momenta
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and missing energies are likely to be caused by final state scattering and energy 

loss [19]. The factorised form of the cross section has been extremely successful 

in qualitatively and quantatitively describing the experimental results.

The strength of final state nucleon absorption, was investigated by Harty [24] 

et al. who made a comparison of the 12C(7 ,pn) and 12C(7 ,p) reaction yields. 

The results provide an estimate of the neutron transmission in 12C. An average 

transmission of ~0.80 ±0.08 was found for neutrons of energies 20-45MeV. This 

indicates that final state absorption is a relatively small effect in this energy 

range.

1.5 R ecent T heoretical D evelop m en ts

More recent theoretical models have moved away from the models of Levinger 

and Gottfried in an attempt to understand the 2N absorption mechanism on a 

microscopic level. The validity of the factorised approach taken by Gottfried 

has been tested by Ryckebusch [25] et al.. Their calculations include the effects 

of the different meson exchange currents and the isobar current. The two-body 

terms seagull, pion-in-flight and delta-excitation were not considered in the earlier 

models where it was assumed that the photon coupled to one nucleon which 

shared its momentum with a second through short range correlations. They 

showed that absorption on singlet pairs was not negligible but that the factorised 

approach was justifiable at higher energies where the A resonance becomes more 

dominant and the pn pairs seem to behave more like quasideuterons. Their 

calculations have been extended to include some FSI effects and have shown that 

the main effect is a reduction in the cross section and not a distortion of the 

angular distribution. This group have recently extended their calculations to 

include the effect of heavier /9-meson exchange currents which further reduce the
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magnitude of the cross section through interference effects with the other two- 

body mechanisms. They suggest that the angular distributions of the outgoing 

nucleons are particularly sensitive to the contributing meson exhange currents. 

This has been confirmed in a study by Yau et al. [51] which examined the 

angular distributions of 12C(7 ,NN) reactions and observed effects beyond one 

pion exchange.

1.6 M otivation  and aim s o f th e  P resen t W ork

Although previous experiments have confirmed that 2N mechanisms dominate 

at intermediate photon energies a previous unpublished study of the photodis

integration of 12C by the Glasgow group, in the photon energy range 133-158 

MeV, observed a significant number of coincident proton-deuteron pairs with a 

strong back-to-back angular correlation. The similarity of this to the correlation 

observed in the dominant (7 ,pn) yield (quasideuteron), suggests the possibility 

of a quasi-3He process, in which the photon is absorbed on a 3He cluster inside 

the 12C nucleus, suggesting a strong interaction between the three nucleons in 

the initial state.

Under certain kinematic conditions, three-body exchange currents can be 

linked to the corresponding three-body forces [37]. The nature and importance 

of three-body forces in nuclei is still an unresolved problem but such mecha

nisms are needed in order to explain the observed binding energies of light nuclei 

[15]. Comparisons between experimental work on the photodisintegration of 3He 

and theoretical calculations by Laget [37] have also demonstrated the need for 

three nucleon absorption mechanisms. It has been shown that the cross section 

is dominated by two-body absorption but that three-body mechanisms play an 

increasingly important role as the photon energy increases and the cross section
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moves towards more backward proton angles.

Any observed similarities between 3He(7 ,pd) and 12C(7 ,pd) would therefore 

suggest the same mechanisms also contribute in 12C. However, the work by Yau et 

al. has shown that the 12C(7 ,pn) reaction exhibits a different angular distribution 

to that of the photodisintegration of deuterium, implying different underlying 

mechanisms.

The photon interaction with a 3N cluster however, may not be the only or 

even the major absorption mechanism contributing to the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction. It 

may, for example, be an initial (7 ,pn) event followed by (n,d) pickup in some 

final state interaction, or indeed a (7 ,pp) event followed by (p,d) pickup. In 

the study by Yau et al. the angular distributions for (7 ,pn) and (7 ,pp) were 

seen to be significantly different in character. Comparisons between the angular 

correlations of the emitted particles from the (7 ,pn) and (7 ,pp) reactions in 12C 

and 12C(7 ,pd) may help resolve the contributing mechanisms. In addition, the 

magnitude of the cross section for the (7 ,pd) channel relative to the (7 ,pn) and 

(7 ,pp) channels and will yield important information. If, for example, the cross 

section for pd is appreciable compared to that of pn, then it is unlikely that the 

reaction mechanism could be dominated by a final state pickup process.

The fact that an intact deuteron emerges unscathed from within a nucleus in 

which it may have undergone collisions is itself surprising given that the deuteron 

is a weakly bound system and is therefore a fragile object. The 12C nucleus is 

however mostly ‘surface’ and this may just indicate that this reaction takes place 

on the outer edge of the nucleus. It may also suggest that the cross section for pd 

emission will decrease with the size of the nucleus. In summary, the 12C(7 ,pd) 

reaction channel is a small but extremely interesting component of the total 

photon absorption cross section and a study of this reaction may provide some 

information on the nature of three body mechanisms in heavier nuclei.
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1.6.1 Previous M easurem ents o f the (7,pd) Reaction

The present work is the first systematic study of the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction over the 

photon energy range 110-400 MeV. However, measurements have been made for 

the (7 ,pd) reaction predominantly on 3He, [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] but also 

on 12C [40] and 160  [26].

The photodisintegration of 3He is an obvious testing ground for our theoretical 

understanding of the fundamental interactions between nucleons in a nucleus. 

Requiring that theory reproduce the main features of the two and three-body 

break-up of 3He as well as the photodisintegration of the deuteron places strict 

constraints on the microscopic calculations. Several experiments performed on a 

3He target are discussed in the next two sections.

1.6.2 The Two-Body Breakup o f 3He

In the past, several measurements of the cross sections for the two-body break-up 

of 3He [27, 28, 29, 30] and the inverse radiative capture reaction [31, 32, 33, 34] 

have been made as tests of time-reversal invariance. For photon energies greater 

than 150 MeV, the earliest specific measurement of the two-body photodisin

tegration of 3He was performed by Argan et al [28] at Saclay. In contrast to 

the photodisintegration of deuterium they observed a monotonically decreasing 

cross section with increasing photon energy without any apparent structure in the 

delta region. In the 3He(7 ,pd) reaction the excitation of a Delta is suppressed 

due to the influence of the final state deuteron form factor and the cross sections 

are dominated, at forward and central angles, by the two-body photodisintegra

tion mechanisms [38] shown on figure 1.7A. Agreement with the Saclay data was 

found in a similar experimental study by Gassen et al. [29] at Bonn. Both of the 

above measurements however disagree with the radiative capture results on the
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Figure 1.3: CM system differential cross section for the two-body photodisinte

gration of 3He as a function of proton CM angle for E1=208 MeV. The solid 

circles are from the Kolb et al. measurement [35]. Other results shown are from 

Bonn[29], Saclay[28], Bates[27], TRIUMPH[33] and SATURNE[34]. The curves 

are calculations by Laget including one and two-body mechanisms (dashed) and 

an additional meson double scattering term (solid).

magnitude of the cross sections. One of the most recent photosintegration mea

surements at Bates [27], by Sober et al., finds cross sections in agreement within 

errors with the radiative capture measurements and also shows the differential 

cross sections decreasing slowly with photon energy.

The first reported measurement of 3He(7 ,pd) with a tagged photon beam was 

performed by Kolb et al. [35] for photon energies in the range 166-213 MeV. Their 

results were in agreement with the earlier Bonn and Saclay data and for the first 

time were compared to theoretical calculations by Laget, see figure 1.3. The
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Figure 1.4: CM system differential cross sections for the two-body photodisinte

gration of 3 He as a function of proton CM angle for four photon energy bins, 

measured by Kolb et al. [35]. The curves are calculations by Laget including one 

and two-body mechanisms (dashed) and an additional meson double scattering 

term (solid).

theoretical calculations by Laget [38], are described in a later section. It is clear 

that the one and two-body mechanisms are not enough to reproduce either the 

magnitude or the shape of the cross section. They found that the theory which 

included the contribution of the three-body mechanisms reasonably predicted the 

magnitude of the cross sections but differed somewhat in shape, particularly at 

the extreme angles of their measurement, as shown on figure 1.4.
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Most recently the two-body photodisintegration of 3He between 200 and 800 

MeV has been studied by Isbert et al using the tagged photon facility at Mainz 

in conjunction with the large acceptance detector DAPHNE [5]. These results, 

some of which are shown on figures 1.5 and 1.6, confirmed a rapid decrease in 

the cross section at more forward proton angles with increasing photon energy 

while observing an enhancement in the cross section at more backward proton 

angles. Notably, the shapes of the proton angular distributions differed from 

those measured by Kolb et al., although it should be noted that the range of 

photon energies employed in each experiment barely overlaps.

Isbert et al. observed a prominent bump in the cross section at backward an

gles for photon energies greater than 500 MeV. Again it is clear that, at backward 

proton angles, the one and two-body mechanisms do not describe the magnitude 

or the form of the cross sections, whilst the inclusion of the three-body processes 

[37] better represents the data.

1.6.3 Three-body Breakup o f 3He

The study of the three-body photodisintegration of 3He to a ppn final state is 

complementary to the the study of the two-body breakup because it examines 

the same basic mechanisms but under different spin-isospin selection rules. The 

photodisintegration of 3He is dominated by absorption on a correlated pn pair 

but this pair mechanism is suppressed in the reaction 3He(7 ,pp)n because of the 

absence of any dipole moment or meson exchange currents. This reaction is there

fore an ideal candidate for the examination of weakly contributing processes such 

as the absorption of a photon by three nucleons. It is expected to be dominated 

by two-body pp absorption when the neutron takes away little energy but will 

show the additional contribution from three-body absorption when the neutron 

carries away a more equal share of the photon energy. In a study of this reac-
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Figure 1.5: Angular distributions for various photon energy bins up to 450 MeV  

measured by Isbert et al.[5] are compared to the previously published data [29, 36]. 

The calculations are by Laget [37]. The continuous curve gives the contribution 

from two-body mechanisms while the dashed curve also includes the contribution 

from three-body mechanisms.
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tion by Audit et al. [3], again using the DAPHNE detector, in order to select 

3N mechanisms, large momenta for the three outgoing particles were selected. 

The total cross section, integrated over the detector acceptance showed a pro

nounced peak at a photon energy around 320 MeV, indicating that in this region 

the 3He(7 ,pp)n reaction is dominated by Delta excitation. This is in contrast to 

the two-body breakup channel which exhibits no structure in the Delta region. 

The theoretical calculations by Laget including the three-body mechanisms again 

follow the trends of the data and reproduce the main features of the total cross 

section.

1.6.4 12C and 160

In an experiment on the photo-deuteron emission from 12C using tagged photons 

from 360 to 600 MeV, Baba et al. [40] have shown that a moving-fireball model 

fits their data very well. In this process, when an energetic projectile is incident 

on a target nucleus, a massive hadronic cluster or fireball is formed with a spe

cific temperature and mass. This fireball moves and eventually decays forming 

particles in the final state whose kinetic energy distributions obey the Boltzmann 

law of classical thermodynamics. They also attempted to fit their experimental 

data using a simple coalescence model where the deuteron is formed in the final 

state by the coalescence of a proton and neutron of similar momentum. They 

found that this model did not fit the data well. It should be noted however 

that this experiment is a single arm measurement and therefore did not measure 

back-to-back deuteron-proton pairs.

In the early measurement of the high energy photodisintegration of 160  by 

Hartmann et al. [26], in the photon energy range 100-450 MeV, a number of pd 

coincidence pairs were detected. The data were analysed under the assumption 

that the particles were emitted in a direct reaction. They found that this direct
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model fitted the data well and that the energy dependence of the cross section was 

the very similar to that for the free process 3He(7 ,p)d. However, this measurement 

suffered from a very small solid angle acceptance for protons (16 msr compared 

to 1 sr in the present study) and poor photon and emitted particle resolution.

1.6.5 Microscopic 3He Photodisintegration Calculations

Microscopic calculations for the photodisintegration of 3He have been made by 

Laget [38]. In order to explain the observed binding of 3He it has been suggested 

that the effect of three-body forces needs to be be considered [15]. Previous 

theoretical calculations [37, 38] by Laget demonstrated the importance of meson 

exchange currents in the both the two-body and three-body breakup but un

derpredicted the magnitude of the cross sections, especially at more backward 

angles. The dashed curves on figures 1.3 and 1.4 and the solid lines on fig

ures 1.5 and 1.6 include all the most important two-body absorption mechanisms 

and they are shown diagramatically on figure 1.7A. In addition to the two-body 

mechanisms the inclusion of a meson double-scattering term (figure 1.7B) in the 

calculations provides a closer match to the experimental data. This term, which 

includes all the nucleons, represents the photoproduction on one nucleon of a 

pion which is subsequently reabsorbed by the two remaining nucleons. Its con

tribution becomes more important than that of the two-body mechanisms when 

the momentum transfer increases as it is more likely to be shared between three 

rather than two nucleons. As indicated on figures 1.3-1.6 the calculation overes

timates the cross section at forward and backward angles. Laget suggests that 

this is a hint that other mechanisms must be considered in the calculation and 

proposes a double pion production term as one such mechanism which will play 

an important role for photon energies in excess of 450 MeV. This term is shown 

on figure 1.7C.
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Figure 1.7: The relevant diagrams included in the Laget caculations contributing 

to the two-body photodisintagration of 3He. (A) shows the one and two-body 

mechanisms, (B), the three-body meson double scattering term decomposed into 

its two dominant parts and (C) is the double pion production term which is not 

included in the calculations.
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Laget explains the absence of any structure in the Delta region for the two- 

body breakup channel as due to the pd final state having total isospin T = | .  

In the calculation, the photoproduced pion is absorbed by a T = 0 nucleon pair 

which forbids the formation of a Delta, isospin T  =  | ,  at the the first pion 

scattering vertex. If however, the pion is absorbed by a T  = 1 pair then a Delta 

can be excited and the resulting amplitude may interfere destructively with the 

more dominant amplitude (the absorption by T — 0 pairs is six times larger 

than that of T = 1 pairs [39]) and could account for the discrepancy between 

the model and the observed cross section at the more backward angles. The 

same underlying mechanisms are included in the calculations for the three-body 

breakup channel where the Delta excitation can be formed because the final state 

has three particles with total isospin T  = | .

1.6.6 A im s o f Present Work

The work presented in this thesis is a study of the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction from data 

collected in 1993 over a wide range of photon energies and proton angles with 

an energy resolution of 6 MeV, which is enough to resolve the initial shells of 

the emitted nucleons. Two simulations of the experiment based on very differ

ent assumptions about the reaction mechanism have been developed and will be 

compared with the data in an attempt to shed more light on the way in which 

the reaction proceeds.

Direct comparisons will be made between the photon energy dependence of the 

3He(7 ,pd) reaction and that of 12C(7 ,pd). The underlying mechanisms in 3He are 

now reasonably well understood and the two-body breakup channel, unlike the 

three-body breakup channel, proceeds without the formation of a delta resonance 

in the intermediate state.

The angular dependencies of the emitted proton and deuteron from the 12C
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reaction will be compared with the observed angular distributions for the two- 

body photodisintegration of 3He. Similarities between the angular distributions 

would indicate that the reactions proceed through the same basic mechanisms. 

The examination of these energy and angle correlations will show the relative 

significance of the contributions from sequential reactions or from direct three- 

body absorption.

The next chapter is a description of the apparatus employed in the experiment 

and Chapter 3 is a detailed account of the calibrations of the various elements 

of the experimental setup. Chapter 4 outlines the stages in the data reduction 

and analysis and introduces the concepts involved in the Monte Carlo simulations 

of the experiment. The results of the study are presented in Chapter 5 with a 

discussion of the interpretation. The final chapter discusses the conclusions of 

the present work and suggests some developments which may be considered in 

any future work.
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2.1 Introduction

The (7 ,pd) experiment described in this thesis was performed at the Institut fur 

Kernphysik at the University of Mainz in Germany in partnership with physi

cists from Edinburgh, Tubingen and Mainz. The Mainz Microtron (MAMI-B) 

produces an 855 MeV electron beam which is directed onto a radiator, produc

ing Bremsstrahlung photons whose energies are determined using the Glasgow 

photon tagging spectrometer. The collimated photon beam is then directed onto 

the target inducing the (7 ,pd) reaction amongst many others. The protons are 

detected using PiP, a segmented plastic scintillator hodoscope, and the deuterons 

are detected with a large scintillator time-of-flight array, TOF.

2.2 T he M ainz M icrotron

The Mainz Microtron MAMI-B produces the highly stable 855 MeV, low emit- 

tance, 100% duty factor electron beam at currents of less than one picoamp to 100 

microamps and consists of three succesively larger race track microtron (RTM) 

stages.

2.2.1 The Race Track Microtron

Each RTM consists of a linear accelerating section (linac), two bending magnets 

and an array of return pipes, see figure 2.1. The linac is a series of cavities 

carrying radio frequency electric fields, powered by klystrons, which accelerate the 

electrons. The bending magnets recirculate the beam through the linac and on 

each pass the electron orbit radius is increased in such a way that the beam returns 

to the linac in phase with the accelerating field. The beam is recirculated many 

times, requiring only a small energy boost each time, and allows the accelerating
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klystrons to be operated in continuous wave (c.w) mode. This c.w mode produces 

an essentially continuous beam because even though accelerating the electrons in 

phase with the electric field produces a microstructure in the beam, the 2.45 

GHz field frequency is high enough that this is not distinguishable by the particle 

detectors. This continuous operation results in the 100% duty factor which, for a 

given average current, allows a much improved real to random coincidence ratio 

compared to previous technology using pulsed beams. Much reduced dead times, 

shortening the aquisition time needed to gain adequate statistics, are also an 

advantage of this mode of operation.

Race Track Microtron 

Injection _ Extraction

Bending
Magnet Linear Accelerator Section

Return Pipes \

- Electron beam path Final <

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a racetrack microtron

2.2.2 M AM I-B

The MAMI-B facility is shown in figure 2.2. A 100 keV electron gun followed by 

three linac sections produces a 3.5 MeV electron beam which is fed into the 18 

turn RTM1, increasing the beam energy to 14 MeV. The beam then enters the 51
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Figure 2.2: The MAMI-B facility
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turn RTM2 increasing the beam energy to 180 MeV before finally entering the 90 

turn RTM3 which boosts the beam to a final energy of 855 MeV. The emergent 

beam has a resolution of 60 keV and an emittence of less than 0.14 7r.mm.mrad 

in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The beam can then be steered 

by dipole magnets into any of the experimental halls shown in figure 2.2. The 

12C(7 ,pd) reaction study was carried out in the A2 Tagger hall.

2.3 P h o to n  P rod u ction  and Tagging

Inside the A2 hall the 855 MeV electron beam is focused on to a 4pm Ni foil, pro

ducing a forward directed cone of Bremsstrahlung radiation with an energy distri

bution approximately proportional to 1 /E 7. The energy of these Bremsstrahlung 

photons can be determined by a measurement of the energy of the electrons resid

ual to the process, using the Glasgow Tagging Spectrometer [42, 43]. Given the 

incident electron energy Ee and the residual electron energy E'e the photon energy 

is given by:

Et = Ee -  E'e (2.1)

see figure 2.3.

Radiator

E e

Figure 2.3: Schematic of photon tagging
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2.3.1 The Glasgow Tagging Spectrom eter

The Glasgow Tagger, a combined quadrupole-dipole, is a magnetic spectrometer 

designed to momentum analyse the recoiling electrons residual to the Brems

strahlung process and is shown in figure 2.4. The quadrupole magnet provides 

vertical focusing, increasing the solid angle acceptance of the spectrometer and 

improving the resolution over the whole momentum range. The main dipole 

magnet bends and horizontally focuses the electrons onto a reasonably flat focal 

plane; it also acts to transport the main beam of electrons which have not inter

acted with the radiator away from the experimental hall and into the Faraday 

Cup beam dump in a neighbouring experimental hall. The design of the tagger 

provides a large momentum acceptance, the ratio pmax : pmtn is ~16:1 allowing 

the tagging of photons from 40 MeV to 790 MeV and the high homogeneity, 

better than 0.5%, of the dipole magnetic field gives the spectrometer an intrinsic 

resolution of ~  120 keV over this range [42, 43]. The position and time of arrival 

of the post-bremsstrahlung electrons on the focal plane is established by the focal 

plane detector array.

2.3.2 The Focal Plane D etector (FPD )

The focal plane detector [44] is an array of 353 scintillators spread along the focal 

plane, each equipped with its own photomultiplier tube, whose output is fed into 

a dual threshold discriminator which has a timing resolution of better than Ins. 

The photon energy resolution, set by the width of the focal plane detectors, varies 

slightly over the tagging range around a 2.2 MeV average value. The detector 

elements overlap and a coincidence signal between neighbouring pairs is demanded 

in order to reduce the contribution from background electrons. The hit signals 

are counted by FASTBUS scalers, the sum corresponding to the total number
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the tagging spectrometer
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of post-bremsstrahlung electrons striking the focal plane. These scalers are used 

to determine the photon flux through the target. The scalers are disabled by a 

PiP/TOF trigger (see below) and enabled again when the data aquisition system 

is ready for the next event. This avoids the need for any deadtime correction in 

the calculation of experimental cross sections. Correlation of the photoreaction 

with the tagged photon responsible needs a timing coincidence between the main 

detector system and the FPD. The timing information is recorded by time to 

digital converters (TDC’s) gated by the trigger from the main detector systems.

2.3.3 Photon Beam  Collimation and Tagging Efficiency

In order to minimise the uncertainty in the reaction vertex a well defined beam 

spot at the target is required and so the photon beam is collimated. The first 

collimator, and closest to the radiator, is positioned 250cm downline and is 5cm 

long and 5mm in diameter, defining a 15mm diameter beam spot at the target. 

Two more collimators of larger diameter placed further downline are designed 

to stop any charged particles produced in the first collimator reaching the AE 

detectors (see below) which are placed close to the target.

Due to this collimation, some of the photons associated with detected electrons 

at the focal plane are removed from the beam and the fraction which reach the 

target is called the tagging efficiency. To calculate the photon flux at the target, 

a measurement of the tagging efficiency is made by placing a Pb glass detector 

directly in the photon beam, see figure 2.5. The Pb glass detector represents 30 

radiation lengths and so effectively has a 100% photon detection efficiency. To 

avoid deadtime problems in this detector the electron beam current is reduced to 

~0.5 picoamps. Photons incident on the Pb glass detector generate triggers which 

start and gate the Tagger TDCs, recording the time of any coincident electrons 

on the FPD and so counting the number of photons reaching the target. As the
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Tagger scalers count the total number of electrons reaching the FPD, the tagging 

efficiency for each tagger element is:

TDCcounts
E‘ = SCALERcounts  ̂ ' '

The average tagging efficiency remained stable at ~  55%. There is a small photon 

energy dependence, see figure 4.4.

The majority of photons do not interact with the target and are dumped at the 

far end of the A2 hall as shown in figure 2.5. Also shown is the ionisation chamber 

used to give a rough on-line indication of the tagging efficiency by comparing the 

current in the chamber to the rate of electrons detected in the FPD. This monitors 

any drifts in the electron beam which would result in a decrease in the tagging 

efficiency.

2.4 T he Targets

The targets used in this experiment were graphite, for the 12C(7 ,pd) measure

ment and CD2 for the D(7 ,p)n calibration data (see chapter 3). The carbon 

target is a graphite sheet and the CD2 is a piece of perdeuterated polythene, 

making the targets easy to handle and mount. Both targets were mounted on a 

mechanical ladder driven by a remotely controlled stepper motor. The thickness 

of the target has to be considered. A thicker target presents more nuclei/cm2 to 

the beam, increasing the reaction count rate but reducing the angular resolution 

by increasing the uncertainty in the reaction vertex within the target thickness. 

More importantly, a reduction in energy resolution also results as the charged re

action products must traverse more target material, consequently suffering more 

energy loss and introducing greater uncertainty in determining the particle’s ini

tial energy. The target thickness is then a compromise between high count rate 

and low energy loss. The 12C target thickness was chosen to be 2mm and the
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number of target nuclei per cm2 was determined by a measurement of the surface 

area and weight. More information about the targets is given in table (2.1). By

target A thickness(mm) p s { m g / c m 2) W'target̂ Cm )

c d 2 16.02 2 216.0 1.623 xlO22

12C 12.00 2 332.4 3.336xl022

Table 2.1: The targets; for the CD2 target, ntarget (cm 2 ) is the number of carbon 
nuclei.

placing the target at a small angle to the beam the effective thickness of the target 

to the beam is increased while reducing the amount of material to be traversed 

by the reaction product emitted towards the PiP detector. In this experiment 

PiP was placed in three different positions and two target angles were used as 

shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Target theta angle 6 = -30° was used with PiP at Forward angle, while 
6 = +3CP was used at central and backward angles.

2.5 T he P article  D etectors

The PiP-TOF detector system will be discussed in detail. It consists of thin 

AE detectors close to the target with thicker E detector arrays, PiP and TOF, 

further away. For this experiment the system was setup in three different angular 

settings. The layout of the particle detectors in the A2 hall for each setting is 

shown in figures 2.7-2.9.
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2.5.1 The AE D etector

The AE detector ring is shown schematically in figure 2.10. It comprises seven

&P*
target

AE vetoA E start

Beam

Figure 2.10: A schematic of the AE Detector ring

segments of 2mm thin plastic scintillator on each side of the beam, centred on the 

target with a radius of ~11 cm. The forward angle segments are smaller in width 

to compensate for the larger flux of particles produced mainly in atomic processes 

at forward angles. The segments on the PiP side of the ring, AEstarf, along with 

PiP, provide the first level trigger for the experiment. A coincidence between a 

AEatart signal and PiP almost certainly means that a charged particle has come 

from the target and because of the ring’s close proximity to the target, the time 

of this signal is closely correlated to the photoreaction time. This signal then 

generates the ’start’ signal for all the TDCs and all times are measured relative 

to this. The segments on the TOF side, AEuefo, identify charged particles on the 

TOF side in the offline analysis. The experimental trigger demands a signal from
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the T O F  detector, bu t ignores the A E uet0 veto.

2.5 .2  P iP

PiP  is a Pion-Proton plastic scintillator hodoscope [45] used in this experim ent 

for th e  detection of protons. I t is shown schem atically in figures 2.11 and 2.12.

Figure 2.11: A schem atic o f P iP

It has a five layer segm ented structu re  consisting of a th in  A E  transm ission layer, 

providing energy loss inform ation, followed by four thicker E layers, E l  to  E4, 

providing to ta l energy and particle tracking inform ation. The plastic scintillator 

used was NE110.

The th in  A E layer on the  front face of P iP  consists of four vertical scintil-
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Figure 2.12: Another view of PiP

lators, each 2mm thick x 20cm wide x 42cm high, coupled to EMI 9954KB 

photomultiplier tubes by twisted strip light guides. This layer defines the solid 

angle of PiP as ~1 sr. The time difference between signals from both ends of the 

AE layer elements is used to define the vertical position of a particle in PiP, and 

this largely determines its azimuthal angle.

The E layers of PiP consist of scintillator blocks coupled to EMI 9823KB 

photomultiplier tubes by perspex light guides. These blocks are positioned hori

zontally at increasing distances from the target with each successive layer being 

larger than the previous one, minimising the loss of particles due to multiple 

scattering. The dimensions of the PiP E blocks are shown in table (2.2).
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E layer no of blocks block LxDxH (cm)

El 4 100 x 11.0 x 13.5

E2 4 130 x 17.5 x 17.5

E3 5 160 x 17.5 x 17.5

E4 6 190 x 17.5 x 17.5

Table 2.2: Dimensions of the PiP E blocks

Each scintillator element is individually wrapped to prevent light leaks and 

the detector is housed in a 5mm steel casing, acting as a barrier against low 

energy charged particles and as a second defence against light leaks.

2.5.3 TOF

The deuteron arm of the experiment is covered by TOF, an array of 96 NE110 

plastic scintillator bars, measuring particle energy by the time-of-flight method. 

Each bar is 5cm thick X 20cm wide and 3m tall and is coupled to a Phillips XP 

2312B photomultiplier tube at each end. The particles’ positions are determined 

by the time difference between the signals at both ends. Each TOF photomulti

plier tube is equipped with a flasher unit for the purpose of correcting the time 

walk of the leading edge discriminators, see Chapter 3. The bars are mounted 

onto 12 frames containing 8 bars each with the frames configured four deep. A 

TOF detector stand is shown in figure 2.13.

2.6 D ata  A quisition

The signals generated at the photomultiplier tubes contain the energy and timing 

information of the photoreaction. From this information the trigger electronics 

identifies the events of interest and gates the ADCs and starts the TDC’s that
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Figure 2.13: Schem atic diagram o f a TO F detector stand showing a single fram e  

o f 8 detector bars.

digitise this pulse charge and tim e inform ation. The d a ta  aquisition process then 

stores this event inform ation on a com puter disk from where it can be w ritten  to 

tape.

2.6 .1  Event In form ation  in P iP /T O F

T he charge in the  pulses from the  PM  tubes contains the  energy inform ation. 

These are recorded by charge to  digital converters (QDCs) which digitise the 

charge in the pulse by integrating over the lim its, or gates, set by the trigger 

electronics. The QDCs used were the 10-bit, high density (32 channels) Phillips
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Fastbus 10c2 units.

All the timing information is relative to a start time provided by the AEsfart 

which starts all the TDCs. The signal from each PM tube is fed into a leading 

edge discriminator which outputs a logic pulse when the signal rises over a preset 

threshold. This logic pulse then provides the stop signal to the TDC. The TDCs 

used were the 10-bit high density Phillips Fastbus 10c6 units.

2.6.2 Trigger Electronics

The electronic trigger must be able to identify the following events of interest:

• protons in PiP with an associated particle in TOF.

• cosmic muons entering PiP (used for calibration purposes)

• TOF flasher events (used for walk corrections)

The trigger is constructed with high density programmable CAMAC logic mod

ules which allow the remote controlled setting of the trigger decoder. The trigger 

decoder consists of two Lecroy 4508 Programmable Logic Units (PLU). These 

constitute the brain of the trigger, each having eight logic inputs and eight logic 

outputs allowing any combination of inputs (triggers) to be programmed in, pro

ducing any combination of outputs.

Because this trigger logic needs time to identify the events of interest, the 

signals to the ADCs need to be delayed in order to arrive within the gate generated 

by the logic. To avoid a long delay time the trigger is split into two levels. The 

first level trigger makes a fast, simple decision. It also initiates a fast clear signal 

which is applied unless the event satisfies conditions derived from information 

which comes in later. Events meeting these conditions generate a second level 

trigger which vetos the fast clear signal.
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2.6.3 The First Level Trigger

PIP particle 

TOF particle 

PIP cosmic 

empty 

TOF flasher 

test 

Pb glass 

empty

Figure 2.14: The First Level Trigger decoder

Figure 2.14 is a schematic of the first level trigger showing the inputs and outputs 

of the PLU. There are three active trigger inputs, on the arrival of which the 

PLU is immediately latched (disabled), preventing any further input. The active 

triggers are:

• The PiP particle trigger: Identifies charged particles in PiP originating from 

the target by demanding a coincidence between the AESiart, the PiP AE2 

and the El layer.

• The cosmic trigger: Cosmic muons are identified by a coincidence between 

the top and bottom blocks in either the E2 or the E3 layers. Because of the 

close proximity to the target the cosmic trigger for the E l layer requires a 

coincidence between all four blocks in the layer. These coincidence patterns 

are identified by another Lecroy 4508 PLU.

• TOF flasher trigger: This is used to correct for the time walk of the TOF 

leading edge discriminators. The whole flasher system is driven by an os-

PLU 4508
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1
Level Decoder

PIP particle 

TOF particle 

PIP gate/start 

TOF gate/start 

Tagger gate/start 

Activate 2nd Level 

Immediate Interrupt 
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ciUator which also drives the flasher trigger.

The Pb glass trigger is used in the tagging efficiency runs and the remaining 

inputs are made redundant during the present measurement. The output of the 

PLU results in the following:

• The PiP particle trigger gates the ADCs so that analogue to digital conver

sion can begin and provides start signals to the TDC’s. However the readout 

cycle is not yet initiated; instead the second level decoder is primed. This 

makes use of information arriving later.

• The cosmic/TOF flasher triggers provide ADC gates and TDC starts to 

PiP/TOF respectively. These triggers do not require any further decisions 

to be made and interrupt the data acquisition computer so it can proceed 

in reading out the ADCs and TDCs and store the event. The ADCs are 

then cleared and the system is reset, ready for the next event.

• If more than one trigger is present at the same time then the event is 

rejected. All the ADCs are fast cleared and the system is reset for the next 

event.

2.6.4 The Second Level Trigger

The second level triggers are engaged when a charged particle has been identified 

in PiP. Figure 2.15 shows the second level trigger PLU inputs and outputs. There 

are four active second level trigger inputs:

• Electron Reject: Atomic processes like Compton scattering or pair produc

tion produce a large background of low energy electrons in PiP which would 

swamp the data if read out. Instead they are rejected by applying a diag

onal AE-E cut on a 2-D plot on-line. The effect of this cut is shown in
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Figure 2.15: The Second Level Trigger decoder

figure 2.16. Electrons deposit very little energy in PiP and are located in
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Figure 2.16: AE-E particle identification

P a r t i c l e  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n
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the bottom left corner of this plot. By performing a weighted sum of the 

two signals from the AE and El layers, ay and 6x say, and demanding the 

output to be above a certain discriminator threshold, c, an event will be
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accepted if

ay + bx > c (2-3)

then the line corresponding to the diagonal cut is

b e
y =  * +  -  (2.4)

CL CL

where a and 6 are weights determining the slope of the cut. a and b are

set using attenuators. The effects of the cut can be gauged on-line allowing

a fine tuning of the trigger. However, this cut alone might also veto some 

of the high energy protons that reach the E2 layer because of fold back 

when the El signal no longer corresponds to total energy and so a similar 

diagonal cut on E l versus E2 is used to recover these events. All charged 

particles reaching E3 are accepted irrespective of whether the event exceeds 

these diagonal cuts.

• TOF-OR: Approximately 90% of events with a particle in PiP have no 

associated particle in TOF. This trigger is a gated OR of all 96 TOF bars 

and requires a particle to be detected in TOF within 400 ns of the initial 

PiP trigger.

• TAGGER-OR: This trigger is a gated OR of all 352 FPD elements and needs 

a PiP-Tagger coincidence within 80 ns of the initial PiP trigger. At normal 

data-taking beam currents there are usually several electrons present within 

this time window rendering the trigger effectively redundant.

• The remaining second level inputs were not programmed during this exper

iment.

The PLU then primes one of two output states:
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• Accept Trigger: In the presence of all three active triggers the output will 

provide an interrupt signal to the data acquisition computer, the ADCs will 

be read out and the event stored. The trigger units are then reset.

• Fast Clear: If any of the three trigger conditions are not met, the event is 

rejected and the ADCs and trigger units are cleared. The whole system is 

reset and no interrupt is generated.

For CD2 calibration runs the TOF-OR requirement was withdrawn.

2.6.5 The Aquisition System

The acquisition system ‘ACQU’ [46] is run on an Eltec E7 single board computer 

housing a Motorola 68040 chip running an OS9 operating system. A VME-bus 

system controls the readout and data transfer to the storage medium is done 

via an ethernet TCP/IP connection. The control of the data acquisition is done 

remotely from outside the experimental hall using a console that connects to 

the E7 via ethernet. The adjustment of discriminator thresholds and the trigger 

logic requirements of the PLUs are done via the console. It also controls the high 

voltage power unit to all the PM tubes and the stepper motor of the target stand.

A DEC-VAX work station is used for the initial storage of the data onto disk 

ready for transfer onto exabyte tapes. For covenience the data is split up into 

files, each file containing the data collected during ~1 hour of running. The work 

station also allows on-line preliminary analysis and monitoring of the incoming 

data using software written in ’C \
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Information from a typical 12C(7 ,pd) reaction event comes in the form of QDC 

and TDC indices and their channel contents. In order to extract physical quanti

ties from this raw data it is necessary to calibrate the detectors. The calibration 

procedures for each detector are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 G eneral C oncepts

The physical processes enabling us to detect particles are different for charged 

and uncharged particles. For charged particles use is made of their electromag

netic interactions with the atomic electrons of the detector material, in this case, 

plastic scintillator. Neutrons can be detected through their strong interaction 

with atomic nuclei, producing charged secondary particles. The light produced 

by the primary or secondary ionizing particle is reflected onto a photomultiplier 

tube and the collected light is used to produce a QDC input pulse.

3.1.1 Pedestals

The integrated charge in the pulse is proportional to the number of photons 

produced in the scintillator and the QDC is used to convert this into a number. 

The integration time is controlled by a gating pulse and is set to be longer than 

the analogue pulses. A constant offset, the pedestal, arises from the integration 

over the gate time of the constant DC current in the QDC. This means that even 

when no analogue pulse is present every QDC registers a small output number 

p for every gate pulse. In normal operation this is not read out by setting a 

read-out threshold in the QDC just above the pedestal level. For QDC’s which 

are read out the pulse charge Q is:

Q = Q’ -  p (3.1)
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where Q' is the number read out and the pedestal value p is obtained from 

runs where the readout thresholds are removed. See figure 3.2.

3.1.2 Relation between pulse charge and number o f scin

tillation photons

Relating the number of photons generated by a particle, Npar, to the number of 

photons collected at the PM tubes at each end of a scintillator block is complicated 

by the attenuation of the light as it propagates along the detector block resulting 

in a position dependence of the detected photons. This attenuation is assumed to 

be exponential with decay constant k and if the pedestal subtracted pulse heights 

Qi and Q2 are proportional to the number of photons, Ni and N2 collected at 

the PM tubes then:

». = ^  «P Of) (3-2)

< « >

where x is the hit position along the block and / is the length of the block.

N i N2 = ( ^ y 1)2 exp = constant x {N*ar) (3.4)

Nparoc \JQ1Q2 (3.5)

i.e the light produced by the particle is proportional to the geometric mean of the 

pulse heights from each end of the block. While this removes most of the position

dependence there is still some residual droop indicating that the attenuation is

not exactly exponential [48]. The residual droop is corrected using a parabolic 

function of position fjroop(x):

=  constant x (3.6)
J droop  (®  )
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The droop function is obtained from the data using cosmic muon events (see 

section 3.4.2 and figure 3.7.

Some high energy particles, near to one end of a block, produce signals which 

are greater than the range of the QDCs and so are not recorded. However the 

energy of these events can be recovered using the signal from the QDC at the 

opposite end. This procedure is described in the next section.

3.1.3 Replacem ent QDCs

Events which produce pulse heights large enough to ’overflow’ the QDC can be 

’rescued’ using the information from the QDC at the opposite end of the detector 

block in order to estimate the ’missing’ pulse height. The pedestal subtracted 

detected pulse heights, Qi and Q2, are given by

<3i =  Gi exp ( - j ^ )  (3.7)

Qi =  G2 exp (3-8)

where the parameters are as defined in equations 3.2 and 3.3 and Gi and G2 are 

the gains of the PM tubes. Taking the ratio of the above equations, with the 

gains matched, gives

106 ® ) 1 x H)= * ■ * (3-9)
or => ph — log I —  I x phi + phO =  position (3.10)

KQzJ
where phi = — |  and phO = Using ’complete’ events where Q1, Q2 and the 

hit position are known (see section 3.1.6) the parameters phi and phO can be 

found for each bar by plotting (ph — position) against position, phi is found by 

adjusting the slope of the ridge until it is horizontal, and the offset phO is given 

by the condition that (ph — position) = 0. The right side of figure 3.1 shows 

the result plotted with the correct values of phi and phO.
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Figure 3.1: Determining the parameters needed for the reconstruction of missing 

QDC’s

3.1.4 Thresholds
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Figure 3.2: Pedestal channel and discriminator threshold.

The TDC value represents the time of a pulse relative to the start pulse. Both the 

TDC start and stop pulses are generated from leading edge discriminators whose 

thresholds define the acceptance of the detectors. These hardware thresholds are 

set high enough to cut out unwanted low energy background and electronic noise 

but low enough to detect most of the events of interest. The threshold value is
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also needed for the discriminator walk corrections and is obtained by plotting the 

QDC spectrum under the condition that the corresponding TDC fires. Figure 3.2 

shows a typical QDC spectrum with the discriminator readout threshold and its 

position relative to the pedestal value.

3.1.5 Discrim inator Walk Corrections

The timing of signals produced by leading edge discriminators has an input pulse 

height dependence called ’walk’ and corrections have to made for the time slewing 

introduced. A knowledge of the threshold and the pulse ’risetime’ are required. 

Figure 3.3 shows this effect.

rise-time r

threshold aO

ti time

Figure 3.3: The effect of ‘Walk’

As pulse shapes are approximately parabolic and independent of height the 

following parameterisation based on the work of Braunschweig [49] can be used 

to correct for the walk,

T ‘ =  T + r ( l  -  (3.11)

where T' is the corrected TDC channel, r is the risetime in tdc channels, and a and 

aO are the pulse height and threshold in qdc channels. The rise time was obtained
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from the data and the different methods used for each detector are discussed in 

the relevant sections below.

3.1.6 Position

The walk corrected TDC times are used to determine the particle hit position 

relative to the centre of the detector block. The position, x, is derived from the 

time difference between the signals at each end of the block:

T2 — Ti = 2x/v + constant (3.12)

where v is the velocity of the light along the block. Then:

x = (v/2)(T2 — Ti) + constant (3.13)

The factor v/2 is obtained from the data as is the constant which reflects the 

cable delays in the system. This is discussed in more detail in section 3.4.1

3.2 T he Start D etector

The start detector AEfltar* is the PiP-side of the AE-ring; it surrounds the target 

and generates the TDC start signals. Ideally the start pulse should occur at a 

time, tgtartpulsei which is the same as the reaction time, treaction’ In reality however 

corrections need to be made for discriminator walk, misalignments in the timing 

between the different start elements and the flight time of the particle between 

the target and the detector. The corrections are included in the term A tafarf:

A t  s t a r t  = Atwalk "f" A t f U g h t  “I- A ta\ign (3.14)

Then the reaction time t r e a c t i o n  is:

r̂eaction  — I'startpu lse  A tg ta r t  (3.15)
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The start detector rise time is obtained from a scatter plot of the pulse height 

from a start detector element against a tagger element TDC after first correcting 

for the variable flight time of particles of different energy moving between the 

target and the start detector. This flight time correction, At flight can be deduced 

once the energy of the particle is determined using the methods described in 

the energy calibration section below. The walk is corrected using equation 3.11 

Figure 3.4 shows the start detector pulse height versus the uncorrected and start 

corrected TDC.
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Figure 3.4: Application of the start correction to the AE atart

The ridge reflects the difference in transit times of the photon from the radiator 

to the target and of the residual electron from the radiator to the tagger’s focal 

plane. Since both the photon and the residual electron are relativistic particles 

this difference in transit time is a constant.

The parameter A tangn is just an offset to align the timing of each of the
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elements and is obtained by plotting one tagger element TDC spectrum for each 

of the start elements subject to the condition that just that particular element 

has a signal.

3.3 T he Tagger

The tagger measures the residual electron energy and its time of arrival at the 

focal plane relative to the reaction time. The electron energy is calculated from 

the hit position along the focal plane with each focal plane detector element 

covering a small range of electron energy. The tagger utilises high/low dual 

threshold discriminators which exhibit negligible walk. The electron trajectory, 

and therefore the electron energy, is a function of the field strength of the bending 

magnet which is measured precisely using an NMR probe [50]. Knowing the 

residual electron energy together with the original electron beam energy leads 

directly to the photon energy which is just the difference between the two.

Electrons that are coincident with the photo-induced reaction products form 

a peak in each tagger element’s TDC spectrum. By applying the start correction 

defined in section 3.2 this peak is sharpened and the corrected tagger TDC spectra 

are aligned to form the OR of all 352 channels. Figure 3.5 shows the aligned tagger 

TDC spectrum. The flat random background results from electrons which are not 

coincident with the photon that induced the reaction.

3.4 P iP

PiP covers the proton arm of the 12C(7 ,pd) measurement.
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Figure 3.5: Tagger time spectrum 

3.4.1 Postion Calibration

As shown in section 3.1.6 the particle position is related to the time difference 

between the signals from either end of a detector block by two calibration parame

ters. In PiP these coefficients can be obtained for the E blocks by exploiting the 

segmented design of the detector. By plotting the time difference spectra for each 

E block gated on the four PiP AE elements and combining on one plot we can 

determine the intersections of the distributions. These intersections correspond 

to the joins in the PiP AE elements, the exact positions of which are known. See 

Figure 3.6. The gradient parameter v/2 in equation(3.13) is obtained by fitting a 

plot of position versus time difference. The converse process, gating on E blocks, 

is used to position calibrate the AE elements.

The rise times needed for the walk corrections were taken from an experiment 

which ran concurrently with this measurement [51].

c o i n c i d e n c e  p e a k

FWHM

r a n d o m s
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Figure 3.6: Position calibration parameters

3.4.2 Energy Calibration: the relation between pulse height 

and particle energy

The energy deposited by particles in the detector is obtained from the charge in 

the pulses which they produce. For a proton to reach PiP it must first travel 

through part of the target, the air, the scintillator wrappings and then the scin

tillator itself in all of which the proton will lose energy. To calculate the energy 

losses as a particle traverses a material, be it scintillator, target or air, the range 

method was used. The particle range in the given material is parameterised by:

R = aE (3.16)

where R is the range and E is the particle energy. The coefficients a and k are 

medium dependent [52]. If Ei and E f are the particle’s initial and final energy 

respectively then the energy loss is:

E lo s s  —  P i  P f (3.17)

and the relationship between the incident and emergent particle energies is given 

by:

E , =

where x is the thickness of the material.

E f -  -  
a. (3.18)
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The light output from the scintillator is converted to an electrical pulse by 

the PM tubes but the possibility of gain drifts in the PM tubes must be taken 

into consideration. Since cosmic muons are ultra-relativistic, minimum ionising 

particles, the energy they deposit in any PiP bar is proportional to the thickness 

of scintillator material traversed. Cosmic events therefore provide a stable source 

of light which can be used to measure the gain of each PM tube as a function of 

time. They can also be used to measure the attenuation along each block and to 

match the response of the D,E and F-layers to that of the C-layer.

The first task is to select out the cosmic events from all the other data by 

insisting that in each layer all four blocks register a valid hit because near vertical 

cosmic muons should enter the top of PiP and exit out the bottom tracing a path 

through all four blocks in the process. Once the angular dependence of the 

pathlength of the cosmic ray has been corrected for, the geometric mean of the 

pulse heights displays a characteristic Landau distribution which can be used to 

monitor and match the gains. The position of the mean channel of the geometric 

mean distribution provides a monitor of the gain drift. The dependence of the 

mean channel on the position along the block is used to determine the residual 

droop function, fdr0op(x) [48] and is shown for a D-layer block on the left side of 

figure 3.7. The right side of figure 3.7 shows the mean of the Landau distribution 

for a single PM tube, averaged over the length of a C-layer block, as a function 

of time. The pulse height is seen to vary by ±  1.4% over the time period of a 

short experiment. The time variation of the average amplitude for each PM tube 

is corrected for on a file-by-file basis to reduce any loss of resolution due to gain 

drifts.

The energy calibration for PiP is obtained using the two body breakup reaction 

D(7 ,p)n. The data are obtained in a separate run with a CD2 target. As the 

photodisintegration of deuterium has only two bodies in the final state, knowing
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Figure 3.7: Cosmic muons provide a means of measuring the pulse height atten

uation along each block and also of monitoring the stability of the gains of each 

PM  tube

the photon energy and the proton angle completely defines the kinematics and 

the proton energy can be calculated from these variables. The proton’s energy 

losses are taken into account as described above. The deuterium data extend up 

to proton energies of ~  170 MeV and allow calibration of the C and D-layers. 

Protons are selected as discussed in section 4.1. The nonlinearity of the light 

output at low proton energies is taken into account by converting the calculated 

proton energies into the equivalent electron energy [53]. For the C and D-layers, 

a plot of this calculated proton energy versus the observed gain matched pulse 

charge provides the necessary calibration parameters. Figure 3.8 is a plot of 

the calculated proton energy versus the proton energy measured by PiP; after 

calibration it shows that the response is linear. The background of events away 

from the ridge is due mainly to the C(7 ,p)X reaction and other deuterium breakup 

channels above the pion production threshold.

As there is little yield from the 2H(7 ,p)n reaction at proton energies above
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Figure 3.8: Calculated proton energy (MeV) from deuterium kinematics vs the 

proton energy measured by PiP in Me V.

~  170 MeV using this method to calibrate the E-layer is difficult. Instead the 

E-layer was calibrated against the C and D-layers by using cosmic particles and 

matching the gains.

3.5 T O F

The TOF detector array covers the deuteron arm of the 12C(7 ,pd) measurement 

and the neutron arm of the deuterium breakup used for calibration purposes.
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3.5.1 Position Calibration

By combining the physical position of a vertical TOF bar along with the hit 

position along the bar, the polar coordinates of a hit can be determined. The 

vertical hit position is also required to calculate the particle flight-path which 

in turn is used to evaluate the particle energy. To obtain the vertical position 

calibration a plot of the time difference spectrum is made. The extremes of the 

distribution correspond to the ends of the blocks. See figure 3.9. The physical

length ot one T OF- bar
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Figure 3.9: TOF position calibration

position of each bar with respect to the target is measured using an ultra-sound 

device.
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3.5.2 Tim e o f Flight

Particle energy is determined from time of flight. The particle time of flight from 

the target to the TOF array is:

to f = tmean t z e r o  (3.19)

where t mean is the walk and start corrected mean time (see section 3.2) from the 

TOF PM tubes and t zero is the time corresponding to zero time of flight (i.e the 

time that would be recorded by the TDC if the TOF bar was located at the 

target) and therefore reflects the time due to cable delays and signal propagation 

times. The TOF walk corrections were obtained using LED flasher units [47].

The tzero is obtained by first selecting neutral particles (see section 4.2.1) and

then plotting the quantity:

t - ,  =  U ,  -  (3.20)c

where c is the speed of light. An example is shown in figure 3.10. The sharp 

peak due to photons produced by atomic scattering in the target, gives the tzero 

channel.

The particle kinetic energy, T, is determined from the flight path using rela- 

tivistic kinematics as follows:

T = m (  7 - 1 )  (3.21)

where

s/l=W ‘1 ™  (3.22)

and
a _  flightpath  „
P ~ to f  x c

Here m is the particle mass. While this is exact for neutral particles, charged 

particles like the deuteron continuously lose energy over the flight path and a
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Figure 3.10: TOF tzero time-of-flight spectrum

correction must be made for the fact that what is actually measured is not the 

particle’s initial velocity but it’s average velocity (see section 4.3).

3.5.3 Gain matching

Selection of deuterons is done by cutting on a plot of pulse height vs time of flight 

for the TOF detectors (see section 4.2). This requires the gain of each TOF bar 

to be aligned. The gain matching is done using the ’punch through’ energy of 

protons, defined as the energy needed for the protons to pass through a TOF 

detector bar. For protons it is a constant and so it can be used as a reference 

point to align the gains of each PM tube [54].
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3.6 D etector  Perform ance

After calibration, comparison of measured and calculated quantities for the D(7 ,pn) 

reaction also gives the energy and angular resolution of the detectors. The cali

bration parameters of PiP and TOF can be checked, cross-checked and fine tuned 

using the two-body breakup kinematics of the D(7 ,pn) reaction. The kinematics 

of the two-body final state are fully defined in that once the photon energy and 

proton (or neutron) angle are known the other kinematic variables can be calcu

lated by exploiting the conservation of energy and momentum. Before extracting 

any resolutions the background carbon events are separated from the deuterium 

breakup events. This is done using an observable called ’missing energy’.

3.6.1 M issing energy

For the (7 ,pn) reaction the missing energy is defined as:

Emisa = E~f — Tp — Tn — Trecoil = S  + Ex (3.24)

where E7 is the photon energy, Tp and Tn are the kinetic energies of the proton 

and neutron, and Trecoi/ is the kinetic energy of the recoiling system. Ex is the

excitation energy of the recoiling system and S  is the separation energy for the

reaction.

In deuterium breakup there is no recoil hence Trecoif and Ex are zero and the 

missing energy is simply the separation energy for the reaction:

S  =  mp -f m n — Mo =  2.22M eV  (3.25)

Figure 3.11 shows the missing energy spectrum obtained from the CD2 target 

for E7 =  110-400 MeV. The peak at 2 MeV is due to the deuterium breakup. Its 

width arises from the overall resolution in energy. We can select the deuterium 

breakup events by cutting on this peak. The spectrum at higher missing energy,
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Figure 3.11: C D ^ h p n )  missing energy spectrum

including the second peak at 28 MeV is from the carbon events. Replotting figure 

3.8 with a cut on the deuterium peak in figure 3.11 now shows a much cleaner 

deuterium ridge. See figure 3.12

The resolution can be obtained by plotting the difference between the calcu

lated and measured values. The best determined experimental parameters are 

the photon energy and the neutron angle. Using these two variables to calculate 

the proton energy and angle and plotting the difference between the measured 

and calculated values enables the proton energy and polar angular resolutions to 

be determined, see figures 3.13 and 3.14.

The TOF side neutron energy resolution is similarly determined, see Figure
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Figure 3.12: deuterium ridge cut on missing energy

3.15. There is expected to be a small improvement in the deuteron energy res

olution arising from the fact that a deuteron will start scintillating immediately 

upon entering the detector whereas a neutron needs to produce secondary ioni

sation which may happen at any point along its path leading to an uncertainty 

in its flight path due to the 5cm thickness of a TOF bar.

The neutron polar angular resolution is defined by the 20cm width of a TOF 

bar which at average flight paths of 6m leads to a 6n resolution of about 2° 

(FWHM). The uncertainty in E7 is ±  1 MeV. Both these uncertainties are then 

present in the quantities calculated above. The energy and angular resolutions 

are therefore not the intrinsic resolutions of the detectors. In order to extract 

the intrinsic resolutions of the PiP and TOF detectors we have to unfold these 

contributions.
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Figure 3.13: PiP proton energy resolution for photon energies of HOMeV-

400MeV, corresponding to proton energies of 30-330 MeV, particles stopped in 

any of the layers up to the E-layer, over the whole range of incident proton polar 

angle. The Gaussian fit gives FWHM = 4>5MeV.

  / 2  2
& in tr in s ic  y  &m easured  ® calculated (3.26)

Where <jmeasitrecf is the measured resolution and o'caicuiated is the uncertainty in 

the calculated quantity due to the uncertainty in E7 and 0n and is obtained from

® calculated  (  ® ) (3.27)

The proton azimuthal angular resolution A<j>p is obtained from an estimate of
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Figure 3.14: PiP polar angular resolution for E1 = 110MeV-400MeV. The 

Gaussian fit gives FWHM = ^.0°.

the vertical position resolution obtained from the overlap of the time difference 

spectra of the B-layer elements. It was found to be approximately 5.4° [51]. The 

neutron azimuthal angular resolution is obtained from the time difference spec

trum of a TOF bar. The width of the rising edge at the ends of the bar gives an 

estimate of the vertical position resolution. A<f>n was found to be approximately 

1° .

A summary of the detector performance is shown in table(3.1).
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Figure 3.15: TOF neutron energy resolution for photon energies of 110-400 MeV. 

The gaussian fit gives FWHM = 5.5MeV.
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Detector Particle Quantity Acceptance Resolution(FWHM)

Tagger 7 E t llOMeV—>400MeV 2 MeV

PiP proton

Ep 30MeV—>330MeV 4 MeV

fw d  

Qp cen 

bck

22.7° -> 101.1° 

51.3° 128.6° 

79.0° -> 156.7°

3.5°

4>p +22.8° -♦ -22.8° 5.4°

TOF neutron /  deuteron

Ed > 45MeV 4 MeV

E„ > 17MeV 5 MeV

bck 

0n,d cen 

fw d

10.5° -> 66.2° 

39.6° -> 95.4° 

99.4° -> 153.4°

~2.0°

$n,d 162.5° -> 192.7° ~1°

Combined - Emiss (7 >Pn) - 7 MeV

- Emiaa (7 »P )̂ - 6 MeV

Table 3.1: Summary of detector performance over the photon energy range
110MeV-400MeV . The resolutions quoted are the intrinsic values.
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The procedures used in extracting the double arm differential cross sections for 

the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction are discussed in this chapter.

4.1 P iP  P roton  Selection

Although a AE-E plot like that of figure 2.16 can be used for particle identification 

in PiP, it is difficult to set up a consistent particle selection for all energies and 

the plots are contaminated with particles which have undergone inelastic hadronic 

interactions and consequently produce less scintillation light. The contamination 

is located below the main ridge and is energy dependent, making corrections 

complicated. In order to identify and then correct for the protons which have 

lost energy through inelastic collisions, a more systematic approach is required. 

The method only considers protons and pions.

For each particle type, the particle energy is calculated in two ways, first 

assuming the particle is a proton and then repeated assuming the particle is a 

pion.

• Calculated energy, Eca/c:Starting with the energy deposited in the layer in 

which the particle stopped, the energy losses in the previous layers (includ

ing dead layers, wrappings etc.) are calculated back to the target using the 

range method discussed earlier. Ecalc is then the particles’ initial energy at 

the target.

• Measured energy, Emeaa:The light output, converted into energy, from all 

the layers in PiP up to the stopping layer is added up, again with energy 

losses in the dead layers taken into account. This is the measured particle 

energy Emeaa.

The particle identification is done by comparing the energies Eca*c and Emeaa
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for each particle type by defining the quantities:

Ediff—proton — ^calc—proton meas (^*1)

and

^dif f  —pion — DCalc—pion Dmeas (4.2)

For protons, Ediff-proton ~0 while for a pion this quantity will be large because 

the calculated quantities (which assume the particle is a proton) will be mis

matched with the measured fight output. Similarly for pions, E diff-pion ~0 while 

being large for protons. However for events which have undergone an inelastic 

reaction energy loss, both these quantities are large because the energy-range 

relation cannot be met for protons or pions. Particle separation plots can be 

made by plotting E diff-pion against -E diff-proton • Figure 4.1 shows a typical par

ticle separation plot of the difference between calculated and measured energy 

losses in the C-layer for particles stopping in the D-layer. As expected, there are 

three distinct regions in the plot, a proton region, a pion region and a region 

of inelastic events in between. By selecting on the appropriate region, using a 

simple one-dimensional cut, protons suffering little or no inelastic losses can be 

unambiguously separated from the pions and from the inelastic events. The fines 

indicate the energy acceptance windows used to reject those particles which have 

undergone inelastic losses. The window size was chosen to be ±7 MeV which is 

twice the FWHM proton energy resolution for protons of energy 130 MeV. The 

yield of protons which have not undergone inelastic scattering is scaled up by 

a weight, u)proton, dependent upon the energy of the proton. These weights are 

produced in a simulation of the hadronic reactions of protons in PiP, using the 

GEANT package [56], which has shown that 3.5% of 50 MeV protons will undergo 

inelastic energy losses, rising to 26% for 200 MeV protons.
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Figure 4.1: Proton identification and selection is achieved by plotting the differ

ence between calculated and measured energy losses assuming the particles are 

pions against the difference assuming that they are protons.

4.2 T O F D eu teron  Selection

Charged particles emerging from the target on the TOF side leave a signal in the 

AE„eto detector array. Any coincidence between a AEueto signal and a particle in 

TOF is identified as a charged particle. Neutral particles will not leave a signal in 

the AE array. The segmentation of the AE veto detector means that multiparticle 

events can be identified and analysed. Using events which register only one hit 

in the TOF array, the pattern of hits in the AE ring for a hit in each individual 

TOF bar is used to determine which AE elements lie in the path of each TOF

Protons

Inelastic Events

Pions
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bar. In this way, charged hits are only analysed if a relevant AE element has 

fired.

Once the gains of the TOF PM tubes have been matched (see section 3.5.3), 

the pulse heights from each bar in the charged particle trajectory are summed 

together and plotted against the time-per-metre as measured by the front bar. If 

the charged particle is sufficiently energetic it will punch through the front layer 

of TOF detectors, leaving signals in the layers behind. The possibility that these 

more energetic particles may scatter through appreciable angles is accounted for 

by tracking the particle through the TOF layers. Hits in a bar in the back layers 

are only classed as charged particles if the corresponding bar in the layer in front 

(going towards the target), or any of its directly adjacent neighbours also registers 

a hit. The time-of-flight used to calculate the particle energy is taken from the 

hit signal of the front TOF layer, the timing information from the back layers 

is made redundant. Figure 4.2 shows such a plot for a bank of TOF layers four 

deep, a so-called ’sail’ plot. Deuterons, having a larger time-of-flight, for the same 

initial kinetic energy, than protons, are easily distinguishable, forming a deuteron 

’ridge5. The selection of deuterons is achieved by cutting on this ridge.

In principle deuterons will also undergo hadronic interactions with the scin

tillator material and Measday and Schneider [58] have shown that up to particle 

energies of 100 MeV protons and deuterons exhibit comparable reaction loss cross 

sections. For the photon energies employed in this experiment the highest mea

sured deuteron energy is ~120 MeV. Deuterons of this energy are stopped in 

the first TOF layer after traversing up to a maximum of 5 cm of scintillator. 

Based on the results stated at the end of section 4.1 for protons in PiP, 1.8% 

of 50 MeV deuterons will undergo inelastic energy losses rising to 7.5% of 120 

MeV deuterons. Although on the TOF side it is the particle time-of-flight which 

determines the particle energy, the pulse height is used for particle identification
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and selection and a large enough degradation in energy m ay move the  particle 

out of the selection window. The selection window around the  deuteron ridge on 

th e  sail plot shown in figure 4.2 allows for an error of approxim ately ±25%  on 

th e  particle pulse height for a given time-of-flight. H adronic reaction losses are 

therefore not a significant effect in the T O F detectors for this experim ent and 

th e  efficiency of the  T O F  detectors in detecting deuterons is taken to  be 100%.

d e u t e r o n s

prcnons

t i m e  p e r  m e t r e  ( n s / m )  (x5)

Figure 4.2: Deuteron identification and selection is achieved using plots o f pulse 

height mean vs time per m etre; so-called sail plots.
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4.2.1 Neutron selection

The D(7 ,p)n reaction used for calibration purposes requires a TOF side selection 

of neutrons. The first step is to accept any particles not classified as charged by 

the method above i.e the absence of a AEuet0 signal. Then, by imposing lower and 

upper thresholds on the time-of-flight to TOF, relativistic particles and random 

events can be rejected.

4.3 D eu teron  Energy Loss C orrection

As the deuterons fly towards TOF they lose energy in the target, the AE„et0 

detectors and the air, resulting in a longer measured flight time than that of an 

uncharged particle of the same initial energy. This flight time then corresponds 

to an energy which has been ‘averaged’ over the flight path [59] and not to the 

initial kinetic energy at the target. To correct for this the initial kinetic energy of 

the deuteron is calculated from the ‘average flight path’ with the energy losses in 

the target and scintillators calculated using the range method described earlier.

4.4  D ealing w ith  R andom s

Random events are detector hits not correlated with the photoreaction which 

generated the trigger. When the PiP trigger opens the gates for the tagger TDCs 

random electrons may fire the FPD elements and elements of the TOF array may 

also be fired by a random particle. The method of correcting for these random 

counts will now be discussed.
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4.4.1 Dealing with Random s in the tagger

Figure 3.5 shows the tagger timing spectrum and as can be seen there are random 

events underlying the prompt peak of correlated tagger hits. To subtract these 

random events, three random regions are defined in the spectrum and the events
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Figure 4.3: Prompt and random regions in the tagger time spectrum

in these regions are also analysed, see figure 4.3. A weight is assigned to the 

event according to the region it originated from and to the relative width of the 

regions:

= L0 (4-3)
tagger  ^  ^ P p r o m p t  /  . . \

^ r a n d o m  A m   ̂ . A  r p  ' . a  r p  ^
r e g i o n !  i i - ± - L  r e g i o n 2  i r e g i o n Z
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In this way, random events are subtracted and the total spectrum corresponds to 

events correlated with the photoreaction.

4.4.2 Randoms in the TOF D etector

The number of random events in the TOF detector was found to be very small. 

By cutting on a sail plot to select deuterons, the only random events present 

are those located under the deuteron ridge. In order to estimate the extent of 

these events, a similar cut was made in an unphysical region of the sail plot i.e 

in a region that could not correspond to particles produced in the photoreaction. 

Random events were found to be ~2% at the most forward angles, falling to 

~0.5% at the more backward angles. The final cross sections were reduced by 

1.25% to take account of this effect.

4.5 Tagging Efficiencies

The tagging efficiency £tag is expected to be <100% as the collimation of the pho

ton beam will remove some of the photon flux. The tagging efficiency is measured 

as explained in section 2.3.3 and the result, plotted against the photon energy, is 

shown on figure 4.4. The small increase with photon energy results from a de

creasing divergence of the photon beam with increasing photon energy, lessening 

the effect of the collimator and so allowing more photons to reach the target. A 

smooth curve was fitted to take account of the photon energy dependence.

4.6 Subevents

For each PiP trigger, the number of hits detected in the tagger on average ex

ceeded one. Each of the detected hits can be treated as an individual event, called
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Figure 4.4: tagging Efficiency as a function of Photon energy

a subevent. The number of subevents for each trigger is:

Eaubevent — -̂ pip Etoj t̂agger (4.5)

where Npip, Ntof  and Ntagger are the multiplicities in PiP, TOF the tagger respec

tively. For each analysed subevent a weight is calculated:

^jSubevent   ^ ta g g e r  ^ p ro to n  ^ jieu te ro n  ^ p h o to n  ^  g ^

where <jjta" er is the weight due to the tagger hit and depends on whether the hit

lies in the prompt or the random region as discussed above. uproton takes account

of the proton detection efficiency as discussed in section 4.1. ujdeuteron is always 

one as discussed above but is included for clarity.

The tagging efficiency is also implemented using a weight uĵ ton. For each 

tagger focal plane channel (z), the number of photons reaching the target is given

by

iV7 = Ne(i) etag(i) (4.7)
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where Ne(i) is the total number of post-bremsstrahlung electrons detected in 

tagger focal plane channel (z). This is treated as a photon weight

photon  __ 1
(4.8)

eff Ne(i) £tag{i)

where 1/etag is the photon tagging efficiency weight and 1/Ne is the bremsstrahlung 

weight Ub. This takes into account the shape of the Bremsstrahlung photon en

ergy distribution and corrects for the larger flux of photons at lower energies. For 

focal plane channel (i ) and a photon energy bin width of x channels:

=  (4 -9)

giving a photon weight of:

UJphoton  __ l l
(4.10)eff x Ne(i) 'e tag{i)

The histograms of the derived quantities for each subevent are incremented by 

^ su b even t  s u m  ^ su b even t £or ^  event s gives the tagger random subtracted

photoreaction yield with the effects of the Bremsstrahlung shape and the inelastic 

energy losses in PiP taken into account.

4.7 Background C orrections

The air around the target adds to the observed photoreaction yield and this 

contribution has to be taken into account. In order to measure this background, 

data was collected in runs where the target had been removed from the beam. 

These runs are analysed in an exactly similar way to those taken with the target 

in. The average contribution to the total yield from background was found to be 

~1.5%. Again the final cross sections were reduced by a suitable factor to take 

account of this effect.
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4.8 Cross Section  D erivations

The probability of a photoreaction, expressed as a cross section <7, is determined 

by measuring the yield of reaction products, Y . Once the necessary corrections 

for efficiences, randoms and the bremsstrahlung shape have been made, the yield 

per incident photon is related to the cross section by

Y  — 71ta rge t • &  ( ^ '■ ^ )

where n ta rget is the number of target nuclei per unit area presented to the beam, 

and is given by:

'^'target =  A /A  • Pa  /  -A ( ^ A 2 )

where pa is the target thickness in mass per unit area normal to the photon beam, 

Na is Avogadro’s number and A  is the atomic mass number of the target nucleus. 

Because the target is positioned at an angle 6 to the beam,

(4.13)
s i n O

where p is the target thickness in mass per unit area.

4.9 Experim ented U ncerta in ties

This section describes the various factors contributing to the statistical and sys

tematic uncertainty in the experimental results.

4.9.1 Statistical Uncertainties

Statistical errors reflect the fact that the experiment measures reaction probabil

ities. In the simplest case of a spectrum bin containing N  counts, the associated 

statistical error is y/~N. However in this experiment the error is complicated by the
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need to perform random subtractions and to correct for the detection efficiences. 

When a spectrum bin has a total weight W  , for a sum of N  counts:

N
W  = Y , u ’"bevent (4.14)

1 = 1

where wsubevent is given in equation 4.6, the associated statistical uncertainty of 

the sum W  is:
N

A W  = a X) (w?u6euen<) (4.15)
\ i=1

This reduces to the simple y/N  case above when all the weights are unity. The 

statistical error can be reduced by collecting more data or by presenting the data 

in larger bin widths.

4.9.2 System atic Uncertainties

Systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the calibration procedures and are 

assessed individually. The most important are:

• The average error in the tagging efficiency, efaff, over the photon energy 

range, was found to be ~  1.5% [60].

• The target was precisely weighed and measured and therefore the error in 

the target thickness is negligible. The target angles are set with a computer 

controlled stepping motor. This contribution is estimated to be < 1%.

• The uncertainty in the corrections for proton inelastic energy losses arising 

from the positioning of the cuts on plots like figure 4.1. This contribution 

is estimated to be ~2.5%.
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4.10 M onte Carlo S im ulations o f  th e  E xperi

m ent

Monte Carlo simulation programs based on two models of the (7 ,pd) reaction have 

been written in order to make comparisons with the experimental distributions. 

The events generated in both models are sorted into spectra of various kinematic 

variables on the condition that the nucleons are emitted into the solid angles 

defined by the detectors and that their energies are within the detector energy 

acceptances.

4.10.1 3N Photon Absorption M odel

This model calculates the momenta of the proton and deuteron emitted from the 

target nucleus following direct photon absorption on a three nucleon cluster (3N), 

assuming that the residual nucleus takes no part in the interaction. The Monte 

Carlo event generator first chooses the photon energy, at random, weighted by 

the energy dependent cross section for the 3He(7 ,pd) reaction (see section 4.10.2). 

The next variable to be chosen is the magnitude of the 3N momentum vector, 

selected from a distribution of P 2F(P) where P  is the momentum vector and 

F(P) is a form factor describing the probability of finding three nucleons at zero 

separation with total momentum P  (see Appendix A). The 3N momentum distri

butions for two possible combinations of initial shells (ppp and pps) were derived 

by folding together the single nucleon momentum distributions. The direction of 

P is chosen isotropically. Assuming that the recoil nucleus is a spectator to the 

reaction and that there are no final state interactions, the recoil nucleus then has 

momentum — P  with a corresponding kinetic energy Trecotj.

The next step is to transform the vectors to the centre-of-mass frame of the 

photon-3N system defined as that frame in which the total momentum of the
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photon and the 3N cluster is zero. The total energy of the 3N cluster, assuming 

a spectator model, is implied through energy conservation to be:

-®3iV — M ta r g e t  (^ r e c o i l  4~ r̂ecoif “t- Dx ĵ (4.16)

where Mtorflet and Mreco*7 are the rest mass energies of the target and recoil nu

cleus respectively. Ex is the residual nucleus excitation energy and is chosen from 

a distribution which is adjusted until the prediction of the model agrees with the 

experimental distribution. The outgoing nucleon momenta can now be evaluated 

by exploiting the conservation of energy and momentum where the nucleon direc

tions are selected randomly from the known angular distribution of the 3He(7 ,pd) 

reaction (see below). The momenta are then transformed back into the laboratory 

frame.

4.10.2 The 3H e(7,pd) cross section

A phenomenological function is used to fit the proton angular differential cross 

sections from the 3He(7 ,pd) reaction in the photon energy range 140-400 MeV. 

These cross sections are obtained from the work of [5]. The differential cross 

section in the centre of momentum (CM) frame, for a particular photon energy, 

is represented by a fourth order Legendre polynomial expansion:

g  =  p M E , ) P , (  cos 9) (4.17)

where 6 is the CM angle between the incident photon and outgoing proton. The

energy dependence of the Aj coefficients was fitted using the phenomenological 

form:

A i ( E 7 ) = C1ec'AE-<-Cs) + C4eC5<E’- c«> (4.18)

where Ci_6 are parameters in the fit. From this parameterisation we can extract

the (7 ,pd) reaction cross section, used to weight the photon distribution, and the 

proton angular differential cross section, used in selecting the proton angle.
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4.10.3 The Pickup M odel

This model assumes an initial 12C(7 ,pn) reaction followed by an n(p,d) pickup 

reaction in the final state. The basis of the model is a direct two nucleon absorp

tion, (7 ,pn) reaction and is described in reference [19]. In this model the residual 

nucleus excitation energy is chosen from a distribution of missing energies based 

on the experimental distribution of the 12C(7 ,pn) reaction. The magnitude of 

the picked-up protons’ momentum vector is selected at random from a l p |  pro

ton momentum distribution and its direction is selected isotropically. The work 

of Watson et al. [62] has established that the highest cross section for pairs of 

final state nucleons to be strongly correlated arises for low relative momentum 

between the pair. In order to select events in which the outgoing neutron and 

the picked-up proton have low relative momentum, the model only accepts those 

events where the magnitude and direction of the momentum of the proton are 

closely matched (±  25 MeV/c in magnitude and ±  10° in both theta and phi 

directions) to that of the outgoing neutron. The angle and energy components of 

the outgoing neutron calculated on the basis of the 2N model are added vectorially 

to those of the picked-up proton, creating a deuteron in the final state.



Chapter 5

Results and Discussion
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5.1 Introduction

In the present study of the photodisintegration o f12 C, in the photon energy range 

110-400 MeV, a significant number of coincident proton-deuteron pairs has been 

detected and a prominent back-to-back correlation has been observed. This corre

lation is shown on figure 5.1 which plots the opening angle between the outgoing 

proton-deuteron pairs in the centre of momentum frame of the photon and a sta

tionary 3He, for different photon energy regions. Moving to this frame removes 

the forward boost given to the particles by the photon in the laboratory frame 

but leaves the spreading due to the initial motion of the 3He cluster in the nu

cleus. It should be noted that, to a certain extent, the opening angle distributions 

are constrained by the limited detector coverage. The opening angle correlations 

are reminiscent of those observed in the dominant (7 ,pn) yield (quasideuteron) 

where back-to-back emission of a proton and neutron implies a direct absorption 

of the photon on the proton-neutron pair as the A-2 system spectates. A similar 

correlation amongst proton-deuteron pairs suggests the possibility of a quasi-3He 

process, in which the photon is directly absorbed on a 3He cluster inside the 12C 

nucleus, as the A-3 system spectates. The direct absorption of a photon on a 

3N cluster would indicate three-body interactions in the nucleus. However the 

photon interaction with a 3N cluster may not be the only or even the major 

absorption mechanism; the reaction may, for example, be an initial (7 ,pn) event 

followed by (n,d) pickup in some final state interaction. The results presented in 

this chapter are an attempt to learn more about the way in which this reaction 

proceeds.
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Figure 5.1: Opening Angle distributions for the 12C(^,pd) reaction in the centre

of momentum frame of the photon and a stationary 3 He. Sample error bars show

the statistical errors.
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5.2 M issing Energy

95

Missing energy plots give information about the excitation energy distribution of 

the residual system. The missing energy for the (7 ,pd) reaction is defined as

Em = E1 — Tp — Td — Tr = Spd + Ex (5.1)

where E7, Tp and Td are respectively the energies of the tagged photon and the 

detected proton and deuteron. T r is the recoil kinetic energy of the residual 

system and is calculated from E7, Tp and T j  utilising the conservation of energy 

and momentum. E* is the excitation energy of this (undetected) recoiling system.

Spd is the separation energy, the threshold energy for the reaction to occur 

and can be calculated for (7 ,pd) using

Spd = mp + m d + m 9Be ~ m 12C (5-2)

where m are the respective rest masses, m \2c being the rest mass of the target 

nucleus, and for 12C(7 ,pd) Spd = 31.68 MeV.

If the photon is absorbed directly on a correlated 3N cluster then we would 

expect to see a value for the missing energy corresponding to the separation 

energy, smeared by the detector resolution, with the residual nucleus left in or 

near its ground state. Higher missing energies indicate that the recoiling system 

has been left in an excited state but can also arise from final state interactions 

when the initial reaction products interact with the remaining nucleons as they 

leave the nucleus. Interactions resulting in the emission of more than the two 

detected particles and processes involving pion production, for example, will also 

result in higher values of missing energy. Figure 5.2 shows the missing energy 

distributions for the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction for PiP positioned at central angle. The 

detector setups are discussed in section 2.5 and are shown schematically on figures
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2.7-2.9. As can be seen for photon energies in the range 150-200 MeV there is a 

prominent peak at threshold indicating that the residual nucleus has often been 

left in or near its ground state suggesting that it has been a spectator to the 

reaction. At higher photon energies the peak becomes less prominent and we 

see strength at higher missing energies indicating multi-particle processes. As a 

comparison, figure 5.3 shows the results from a previous Glasgow study [22] of 

the (7 ,pn) and (7,pp) reactions in 12C with a similar experimental setup. Again 

we see a peak at threshold for the pn case but not for the pp case. In the pp case 

the photon cannot, to first order, be absorbed directly on two correlated protons 

because of the absence of any single meson exchange current (two interacting 

protons can exchange a single neutral pion but can also exchange two oppositely 

charged pions, providing a current to which the photon could couple, although 

this is much less probable); it is therefore no surprise that final state interactions 

are relatively more important. The similarity of the structure observed in the 

missing energy distributions for the 12C(7 ,pd) and 12C(7 ,pn) reactions would 

suggest that the (7 ,pd) channel also proceeds via a direct knockout reaction.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the missing energy distributions for the 12C(7 ,pd) re

action at the backward and forward proton angle detector geometries respectively. 

At the backward angle it can be seen that there is less strength concentrated at 

low missing energy than is the case at central angle. An enhancement in relative 

strength at higher missing energies in comparison to central angle is also observed. 

These observations become more marked as the photon energy increases; indeed 

there is a distinct difference in shape between the distributions for each angle for 

photon energies greater than 250 MeV.

In contrast, at the forward proton angle detector geometry, there is a signif

icant increase in relative strength at lower missing energies to the extent that 

there is still an observable peak at threshold up to photon energies in the region
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Figure 5.2: Missing energy distributions for the ^Cfafpd) reaction at central

proton angles. Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.3: Missing energy distributions for the ^C fajpn) and (^,pp) reactions.

Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.4: Missing energy distributions for the 12 C(^,pd) reaction at backward

PiP angle detector geometry. Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.5: Missing energy distributions for the l2C(^,pd) reaction at forward PiP

angle detector geometry. Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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250-300 MeV. In comparison to the backward and central proton angle geome

tries there is much less strength at higher missing energies and the shapes of the 

distributions from 250 MeV onwards are quite different.

This shifting in relative strength from high to low missing energies as we move 

through from backward to forward angle geometries can be seen more clearly 

on figure 5.6 which is a superposition of the missing energy distributions from 

all three detector geometries. It is an indication that more than one reaction 

mechanism contributes and that their relative importance changes with proton 

angle.

There is a noticable bump in the all the distributions up to photon energies 

of 300 MeV for missing energies of ~50-80 MeV. It is especially prominent in 

the forward proton angle data for photon energies between 200 and 250 MeV. 

This consistent feature of the data is not well understood but may be due to the 

involvement of one or two s-shell nucleons.

5.3 M issing M om en tu m

A qualitative indication of the reaction mechanism can be obtained from plots 

of missing momentum which reconstruct the momentum of the recoiling system 

on an event-by-event basis and allow a check on whether the recoil system is a 

spectator to the reaction. Events in which the photon has been directly absorbed 

by the detected particles, leaving the residual system unaffected, will usually 

result in lower values of missing momentum than those events in which further 

undetected particles have been emitted. As the photon energy increases so does 

the probability that more particles will be involved in the interaction, above the 

~140 MeV pion production threshold, for example, pion processes become more 

important and these can lead to a pion being absorbed by a nucleon pair with
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Figure 5.6: Superposition of the missing energy distributions for each detector 

setting for the l2C(^,pd) reaction.
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one of the emitted pair undetected, which will result in a higher value of missing 

momentum. It is expected then that as the photon energy increases the average 

value of the missing momentum will increase also. However, it should be noted 

that in a spectator model the momentum distribution is independent of photon 

energy. For the (7 ,pd) reaction the missing momentum is defined as

P m i a s i n g  =  P 7  Pp Prf (̂ *3)

where P7,p,d are respectively the measured photon, proton and deuteron mo

menta. In a spectator model, assuming there are no final state interactions, the 

initial momentum of the proton-deuteron pair (or 3N cluster) P is equal to -Pr , 

the momentum of the recoiling system, which is equal to P missing- Therefore the 

Pmisflins distribution can be usefully compared with model predictions derived 

from wave functions of the three nucleons making up the 3N cluster, see section 

4.10 and Appendix A. By examining the F(P)  distribution for three interacting 

particles shown in Appendix A on figure A.3 it can be seen that there is a small 

probability of large P.  Significant strength at these large values of P  must cor

respond to final state interactions or processes involving more than the detected 

particles. Figure 5.7 shows the missing momentum distributions for the 12C(7 ,pd) 

reaction at central proton angles. The distributions are shown for low missing 

energy, Em < 44 MeV, corresponding to excitation energies of up to 13 MeV 

where the particles involved are assumed to come exclusively from the p shell 

[19]. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the missing momentum distributions, also for low 

missing energy, for the backward and forward angle PiP geometries respectively.

The forward angle distributions again exhibit a significant change in both 

shape and average momentum when compared to those for the more backward 

angle geometries. The average recoil momentum is around 250 MeV/c, a distinct 

increase on the more backward geometries which exhibit an average recoil mo-
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Figure 5.7: Recoil momentum distributions for the 12Cfa,pd) reaction at the cen

tral PiP angle detector geometry for low missing energy, Em < 4 4  Me V. Sample

error bars show the statistical errors.
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mentum of ~  150 MeV/c. Unlike the backward and central angles, the forward 

angle missing momentum distributions exhibit a decrease in the average recoil 

momentum with increasing photon energy. Also at the more backward angles 

there is little change in the shape of the distributions as the photon energy in

creases whereas at the forward angle geometry there is a more marked change in 

shape between each photon energy bin. This reinforces the suggestion that the 

relative importance of the reaction mechanisms are changing with proton angle.

As expected the extent of the missing momentum distributions increases 

with increasing photon energy, indicating that final state interactions and multi

particle processes are playing an increasingly important role.

For the higher missing energy region, 44 < Em < 70 MeV, where one or more of 

the particles can come from the s shell, figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 again show the 

recoil momentum distributions for each detector geometry. For low photon ener

gies the average recoil momentum increases as we move from backward through 

to central angle and then more distinctly again as we go to forward angle, mirror

ing the pattern for the lower missing energy region. In the higher photon energy 

regions the average recoil momentum is similar at all angles. As before, at the 

backward angle geometry the average recoil momentum increases with increasing 

photon energy as it does at the central angle, although to a lesser degree while 

at the forward angle the average value decreases with increasing photon energy. 

It should also be noted that in all photon energy regions the recoil momenta dis

tributions at forward angle have a wider extent than those of the more backward 

angles.
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Figure 5.8: Recoil momentum distributions for the 12C(^,pd) reaction at the back

ward PiP angle detector geometry for low missing energy, Em < 4 4  Me V. Sample

error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.9: Recoil momentum distributions for the 12C(*(,pd) reaction at the for

ward PiP angle detector geometry for low missing energy, Em < 4 4  Me V. Sample

error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.10: Recoil momentum distributions for the ^Cfafpd) reaction at the

backward PiP angle detector geometry for higher missing energy, 4 4  ^  Em <  70

Me V. Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.11: Recoil momentum distributions for the x2C(~t,pd) reaction at the

central PiP angle detector geometry for higher missing energy, 4 4  5- -Em < 70

MeV. Sample error bars show the statistical errors.
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Figure 5.12: Recoil momentum distributions for the reaction at the

forward PiP angle detector geometry for higher missing energy, 44 ^  Em < 70 

MeV.
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5.4 P h o to n  E nergy D ep en d en ce

111

Another indication of what the reaction mechanism may be is provided by an 

examination of the photon energy dependence of the reaction cross section cut on 

low missing energy. Selecting the low missing energy region, defined as missing 

energies below 44 MeV, will select those events which are most likely to be <3He 

like’ and so a direct comparison can be made between the energy dependence 

of the cross section for these events and the energy dependence of the two-body 

breakup reaction 3He(7 ,pd) [5]. Figure 5.13 compares the photon energy de

pendence of each reaction cross section for various centre of momentum proton 

angles. The detector solid angles have been taken into account as explained in 

section 5.5.

While the energy dependencies are similar they are not identical. The effect 

of the detector thresholds has to be considered up to photon energies of about 

225 MeV in the present work where they have the greatest influence at the most 

forward proton angles and lower photon energies. At photon energies greater 

than ~225 MeV it can be seen that the energy dependence of the present work is 

very similar to that of the 3He two-body breakup reaction. Bearing in mind the 

possibility of significant medium modification effects, the dependencies are simi

lar enough, in these higher photon energy regions, to suggest that the 12C(7 ,pd) 

reaction may indeed be a straightforward breakup of 3He clusters in the nucleus. 

It is observed that these excitation functions exhibit no structure in the Delta re

gion around ~300 MeV. This contrasts with deuteron photodisintegration where 

a prominent peak is clearly seen in this region. This point is discussed more fully 

in Chapter 1.
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12C(y,pd) Photon Energy Dependence: Em < 44MeV
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Figure 5.13: Photon energy dependence of the 12C(~f,pd) reaction for low missing 

energy compared to that for the 3He('y,pd) reaction [5]. It should be noted that in 

the 3He measurement only the proton solid angle is taken into account and so the 

cross section is expressed in units of nb/sr.
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5.5 A ngular D istribu tions

It has already been shown from an examination of the missing energy distributions 

that the reaction cross section is changing in magnitude with proton angle. The 

lowest missing energy region retains most strength with increasing photon energy 

for the more forward angles, with the observed yield for this region falling as the 

proton angle moves more backward. Indeed, if the reaction mechanism is t3He 

like’ then the expectation [5] is that the magnitude of the cross section will fall 

smoothly with increasingly backward proton angles as indicated on figures 1.4-1.6. 

It is therefore instructive to examine the angular distribution of the cross section 

for the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction and to compare it not only with the two-body 3He 

breakup channel but with the angular distributions observed for the 12C(7 ,pn) 

and (7,pp) reactions, which have been shown to exhibit marked differences in 

their angular distributions [51].

For the purpose of measuring the angular distribution each front TOF stand is 

split into two angular bins, giving a total of 6 angular TOF bins for each detector 

geometry, 18 bins in all. The deuteron angle of each TOF bin is defined by the 

centre of each group of 4 TOF bars at beam height. For each deuteron angle $d 

an associated proton angle 9P is calculated from two-body breakup kinematics, 

defining each PiP angular bin as 9P ±  10°. In order to determine the cross section 

the deuteron solid angle AOj and corresponding proton solid angle Aflp are taken 

into account. The angular distributions are measured over photon energies from 

175±25 MeV to 375±25 MeV and for two missing energy regions from Em < 44 

MeV for particle emission from the lp lp lp  shell and from 44-70 MeV for particle 

emission from the lp lp ls  shell. A list of the deuteron and proton angles with 

the appropriate solid angle correction and resulting cross section are given for 

each photon energy and missing energy region in Appendix B. Figures 5.14 and
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5.15 show the angular cross section distribution for the reaction for low and then 

higher missing energy regions as a function of the TOF-side laboratory angles.

An interesting comparison to make is to examine the angular distributions 

for the 12C(7 ,pn) and (7 ,pp) reactions. Figures 5.16 to 5.19 are the angular 

distributions for these reactions analysed in a similar way [51]. The angular 

distributions for the pn and pp reactions are different in both missing energy 

regions and distinctly so in the lower missing energy region. In the pn case for the 

Em < 44 MeV region, all the angular distributions exhibit a broad peak at ~80° 

whereas a sharper peak is observed for the 40-70MeV missing energy region. For 

the (7 ,pp) rection in the Em < 44 MeV region, there is a ‘dip’ at central angles in 

nearly all the photon energy bins. This ‘dip’ is most obvious at E7=275±25MeV 

and is in complete contrast to the (7 ,pn) case. At higher missing energies the 

(7j PP) spectra are more similar in shape to the (7 ,pn) spectra, showing a broad 

bump with a maximum around 0j OF= 6O°-8O°, although there is still an indication 

of a minimum at 0 jOF=llO°-13O° for E7 above 225MeV. It is noted that the 

(h  PP) cross section is about a factor 10 smaller than the cross section for (7 ,pn).

In comparison the pd channel has more in common with the pn channel, for 

the lowest missing energy region with broad peaked structures especially at the 

lower photon energies. It should be stressed that detector thresholds will have an 

effect on these distributions up to about 225 MeV in this missing energy region 

(in the direct model a photon needs roughly 35MeV (average separation energy) 

+ 50MeV (deuteron threshold) in which case the proton has ~100MeV = 185 

MeV). As the photon energy increases the cross section rises as the deuteron 

angle moves more backward, corresponding to more forward proton angles, in 

broad agreement with the 3He two-body break-up channel. The distributions 

show no evidence of the prominent ‘dips’ observed for the pp channel.

For the higher missing energy region, where detector threshold effects are more
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C(y,pd) Angular Distribution: Em < 44MeV
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Figure 5.14: Angular distribution of 12C(/y,pd) cross section for missing energy
Em  <  4 4  Me V, for various photon energies.
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12C(y,pd) Angular Distribution: Em=44-70M eV
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Figure 5.15: Angular distribution of 12C(j ,pd) cross section for missing energy
44~70MeV, for various photon energies.
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C(y,pn) Angular Distribution: Em < 40MeV
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Figure 5.16: Angular distribution of 12C(j ,pn) cross section for missing energy
Em < 40  MeV, for various photon energies.
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C(y,pn) Angular Distribution: Em=40-70MeV
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Figure 5.17: Angular distribution of 12C(7 ,pn) cross section for missing energy
40-70MeV, for various photon energies.
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C(y,pp) Angular Distribution: Em < 40MeV
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Figure 5.18: Angular distribution of 12C(j,pp) cross section for missing energy
< 40 MeV, for various photon energies.
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C(y,pp) Angular Distribution: Em=40-70MeV
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Figure 5.19: Angular distribution o f12C(i,pp) cross section for missing energy
40-70MeV, for various photon energies.
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important again due to the influence of a higher effective separation energy, there 

are broad, relatively flat structures up to the 275 MeV photon energy bin. For 

higher photon energies the magnitude of the cross section again starts to increase 

as the deuteron angle moves more backward. The quite prominent peaks observed 

for the higher missing energy region in the pn channel are not reflected in the pd 

channel.

It should be noted that the (7 ,pd) cross section is a factor of ~3 lower than 

that for (7,pp) and is therefore about a factor of ~30 lower than the cross sec

tion for (7 ,pn). If the reaction mechanism proceeds as a pickup then one in 

every 30 neutrons would be required to pick up the necessary proton to form the 

deuteron final state. This would appear to imply a rather large cross section for 

the pickup reaction and therefore makes it unlikely that the reaction mechanism 

is predominantly a pickup one.

As a further comparison, figure 5.20, the 12C(7 ,pd) angular distributions are 

compared to those for the 3He two body breakup channel. This time the angular 

distributions are plotted as a function of the proton angle. It can be seen that 

the shapes are very similar for the higher photon energy regions where detector 

threshold effects are not important, consistent with a reaction mechanism which 

involves direct photon absorption by a 3N cluster.
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Angular Distributions
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Figure 5.20: Angular distribution of the l2C (i,pd) cross section for missing en
ergy Em < 44 MeV, for various photon energies, compared to that for the 3He 
two body breakup channel [5].
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5.6 M onte Carlo S im ulations

5.6.1 M issing Energy Distributions

Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment based on two very different models of 

the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction will be compared with the experimental distributions. The 

direct model calculates the momenta of the proton and deuteron emitted from 

the target nucleus following direct photon absorption on a three nucleon cluster 

and assumes that the residual nucleus takes no part in the interaction. The 

pickup model assumes an initial 12C(7 ,pn) reaction followed by an n(p,d) pickup 

reaction, with the magnitude and direction of the picked-up proton momentum 

constrained to be very s im i l a r  to that of the outgoing neutron, creating an on- 

shell deuteron in the final state. The basis of the model is a direct two nucleon, 

(7 ,pn) reaction. The models are described more fully in section 4.10.

Comparisons between the experimentally observed missing energy distribu

tions and those predicted by the models should provide an initial understanding 

of what the reaction mechanism may be. However, for the direct model, the 

input excitation distribution is chosen in such a way that the predicted missing 

energy distribution matches the experimentally observed missing energy distri

bution. In this case the model simulation of the excitation distribution has no 

predictive power. Information can however be gained from the missing energy 

distribution produced by the pickup model as the initial input to the simula

tion is the excitation distribution which produces the experimentally observed 

12C(7,pn) missing energy distribution [51]. Figure 5.21 compares the experimen

tally observed 12C(7 ,pd) missing energy distribution with that predicted by the 

pickup model, for different photon energy regions. It can be seen that the pre

dicted distributions show no evidence of the peaked structure observed in the 

experiment for low photon energies. However, for low photon energy, the shapes
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Figure 5.21: Missing energy distributions for the ^Cfajpd) reaction at central

proton angles compared to the pickup model calculation.
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of the distributions are similar enough at higher missing energies to suggest that 

there may indeed be a pickup component to the reaction mechanism, although 

clear differences are increasingly seen at high missing energies as the photon en

ergy increases. To obtain further information on the possible mechanisms it is 

necessary to study further kinematic variables.

5.6.2 Recoil M om entum  Distributions

Studying the momentum distribution of the recoiling system provides information 

on whether the recoil system was a spectator. In a direct absorption process, and 

in the absence of final state interactions, the recoil momentum reflects the initial 

momentum of the nucleons. An examination of figures A.l and A.3 which show 

the F(p) distributions for a single p-shell particle and three correlated p-shell 

particles respectively, immediately shows that the average F(P)  value, and so 

the momentum, for the 3N cluster is just \/3 times the average F(p) for the 

single p-shell particle. The P 2F(P)  distribution for three correlated particles 

indicates that, in a direct reaction in which the residual system spectates, the 

expected average missing momentum will be ~250 MeV/c. Much higher values 

for the missing momentum would indicate that other processes are playing a role. 

Figures 5.22 to 5.26 compare the model predictions with the experimental missing 

momentum distributions for each detector geometry and for photon energies in 

the range 150-400 MeV. The direct model is represented on the figures that follow 

by a solid curve and the pickup model is represented by a dashed curve. In order 

to ease comparison between the shapes of the distributions all model calculations 

are individually normalised to the data.

It is immediately evident that the pickup model does not describe the data in

this low missing energy region for any photon energy except in the lowest pho

ton energy region where the dominance of the detector threshold effects greatly
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Figure 5.22: 12 Cfa ,pd) recoil momentum distributions, for different missing en

ergy regions and all three detector geometries, for E7=150-200 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.23: recoil momentum distributions, for different missing en

ergy regions and all three detector geometries, for =200-250 MeV. The solid 

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.24: X2C(^,pd) recoil momentum distributions, for different missing en

ergy regions and all three detector geometries, for E^=250-300 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.25: l2C(^,pd) recoil momentum distributions, for different missing en

ergy regions and all three detector geometries, for E^=300-350 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.26: 12C(^,pd) recoil momentum distributions, for different missing en

ergy regions and all three detector geometries, for E1=350~400 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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reduces the sensitivity to the reaction mechanism. This effect can be seen most 

clearly on figure 5.22 for the forward PiP angle data in the highest missing energy 

region where both models are very close to the data.

It is also clear from these plots that, for the lowest missing energy region, Em 

< 44 MeV, the observed momenta are smaller than predicted by both models. 

Since the direct model is the most straightforward way of obtaining low recoil 

momentum it is surprising that the experimental data exhibits even lower values. 

A similar effect was observed for the 12C(7 ,pp) reaction by Harty et al. [22].

Overall however, for Em < 44 MeV, and for all photon energies, the direct 

model describes the experimental missing momentum distributions very well. In

terestingly, the backward angle seems to be getting closer to the data as we go 

up in photon energy and at 250-300 MeV and 300-350 MeV it can be seen that 

the direct model is very close to the data. It has been noted from the discus

sion in Chapter 1 that as the photon energy increases towards ~500 MeV and 

at more backward angles, 3N mechanisms play an increasingly important role in 

3He photodisintegration.

Moving to the middle missing energy region, 44 < Em <70 MeV, it can be seen 

that, with the exception of the forward PiP angle at the lowest photon energy, 

the experimental distributions lie between those predicted by the simulations. 

It is also noted that as the photon energy increases up to 400 MeV the direct 

model calculation remains close to the data while the pickup model gets steadily 

worse. In this missing energy region where it is expected that particles may be 

removed from the s-shell, effectively increasing the separation energy, the detector 

threshold effects will play a role to higher photon energies than is the case in the 

lowest missing energy region. For this reason, for the two lowest photon energy 

bins, there is a reduced sensitivity to the reaction mechanism and the detector 

thresholds and acceptances constrain the data close to the model calculations.
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The apparently good fits to the data for missing energies 70 < Em < 100 MeV 

result from the significant effect of detector thresholds for this missing energy 

region. The models do not begin to exhibit much sensitivity to the reaction 

mechanism until photon energies greater than 300 MeV where again it can be 

seen that, especially in the 350-400 MeV region, the direct model calculation 

provides a significantly better description of the experimental data.
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5.6.3 M om entum  Difference

Another variable which may be particularly sensitive to the reaction mechanism 

is the momentum difference defined as

R d i f f  =  | P p r o f o n |  | P d e u t e r o n  |

If the reaction mechanism proceeds as the recoil system spectates leading to the 

back-to-back emission of a proton and deuteron, then in the centre of momentum 

frame of the photon and the stationary 3He cluster, the value of Pdijf is zero 

as the photon momentum is shared equally between the absorbing particles. In 

the laboratory frame there is a spreading about zero due to the influence of the 

photon energy and from the initial cluster momentum. Figures 5.27-5.31 display 

the momentum difference distributions observed and predicted by the models for 

each detector setup for photon energies between 150 and 400 MeV in the labo

ratory frame. The effect of the detector geometry and thresholds is pronounced 

especially at the lowest photon energies as the distributions predicted by the 

direct model are clearly not averaging at zero. Viewing the same distributions 

without imposing the detector acceptances shows the anticipated average zero 

value for the momentum difference. See figure 5.32. The mostly negative values 

for P diff in figures 5.26-5.30 reflect the fact that for equivalent kinetic energies a 

deuteron will carry ~  \/2 times the momentum of a proton. The TOF detectors 

~  50 MeV deuteron energy threshold would require a proton energy of at least 

100 MeV in order to balance the momenta and result in a P diff of zero. Taking 

into account that the photon must also supply the ~  32 MeV separation energy, 

zero momentum difference requires a photon energy of at least ~  180 MeV. This 

explains why the momentum difference spectra are most asymmetric for the low

est photon energy bin. The distributions become less asymmetric as the photon 

energy increases and the detector threshold effects become less important.
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The momentum difference plots follow a similar pattern to that of the missing 

momentum distributions with the direct model simulation describing the data 

significantly better than the pickup calculation. Figures 5.28 and 5.29 also pro

vide evidence that, for the lowest missing energy region, as the photon energy 

increases, the backward PiP angle data is getting closer to the direct model than 

the data from the more forward PiP geometries.

5.7 Sum m ary

This chapter has presented the results of the analysis of the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction 

measured over photon energies from 150-400 MeV. The experimental data points 

to a reaction mechanism which is very similar to that of 3He(7 ,pd) at low missing 

energy. The model calculations show that the mechanism is not a simple (7 ,pn) 

reaction followed by a pickup process.

The following chapter will discuss these conclusions in more detail and outline 

some possible future developments.
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Figure 5.27: ^Cfajpd) momentum difference distributions, for different missing

energy regions and all three detector geometries, for =150-200 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.28: 12C(~j,pd) momentum difference distributions, for different missing

energy regions and all three detector geometries, for E1 =200-250 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.29: 12C(~f,pd) momentum difference distributions, for different missing

energy regions and all three detector geometries, for E7=250-300 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Ey =  300-350 MeV
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Figure 5.30: 12C(^,pd) momentum difference distributions, for different missing

energy regions and all three detector geometries, for E1=300-350 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Ey =  350-400 MeV
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Figure 5.31: momentum difference distributions, for different missing

energy regions and all three detector geometries, for Ey=350-400 MeV. The solid

curve represents the direct model) the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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Figure 5.32: Model predictions of the momentum difference distributions into 4

7r, for the central angle detector geometry for E~i=150-200 MeV. The solid curve

represents the direct model; the dashed curve is the pickup model.
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6.1 C onclusions

The work presented in this thesis is the first measurement of the 12C(7 ,pd) reac

tion over the photon energy range 150-400 MeV, using tagged photons with an 

energy resolution of 2 MeV. The experiment was performed at MAMI-B with the 

particle detectors PiP and TOF, both detectors having ~4 MeV energy resolu

tion. This experimental system then has a missing energy resolution of ~6 MeV 

when measuring the (7 ,pd) reaction and can fully determine the kinematics of 

the reaction in order to explore the processes contributing to the reaction. The 

overall energy resolution allows the shells from which the particles were emitted 

to be determined.

In order to shed light on the possible mechanisms leading to this photonuclear 

reaction, missing energy and momentum spectra have been presented for various 

photon energy bins and the missing momentum has been examined for different 

missing energy regions corresponding to particle emission from different shells. 

The variation of the cross section, presented in the form of double differential 

cross sections, has been studied both as a function of photon energy and particle 

angle and has been compared to previous measurements of the 3He(7 ,pd) reaction.

The analysis of this data suggests that the reaction mechanism is similar to 

that of the two-body breakup of 3He. The cross section falls smoothly for all 

proton angles with increasing photon energy and the angular distribution of the 

cross section also falls off rapidly as the proton moves to more backward angles. 

A comparison of the angular distribution measured in this work and those of 

the 12C(7 ,pn) and (7,pp) reactions at low missing energy has shown that the 

pd channel has much more in common with the pn case which is dominated by 

direct 2N mechanisms. The angular distribution has little similarity to that of 

the pp channel and shows no evidence of the dip structures which are a prominent
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feature of this channel.

Further analysis has involved Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment based 

on two very different possible reaction mechanisms. These simulations include 

the effect of the detector threshold and acceptances and provide an immediate 

insight as to the way in which the reaction proceeds. The first simulation was a 

3N absorption model which calculates the momenta of the proton and deuteron 

emitted from the target nucleus following photon absorption on a three nucleon 

cluster, assuming that the residual nucleus takes no part in the interaction. This 

model describes the data reasonably well.

The second simulation assumes an initial 12C(7 ,pn) reaction followed by an 

n(p,d) pickup forming the deuteron in the final state. This model clearly did 

not describe the data and this process does not play a dominant role in the 

12C(7 ,pd) reaction, at least at low missing energy. This conclusion is strengthened 

in view of the fact that the magnitude of the cross section has been shown to be 

around 3% that of 12C(7 ,pn), which would require the pickup reaction to have 

an unreasonably large cross section.

Overall the analysis of the experimental data, together with comparisons to 

similar previous measurements and predictions from Monte Carlo calculations 

have shown that the reaction mechanism is consistent with some direct process, 

similar to that observed in 3He two-body breakup. These findings will provide 

constraints on any future microscopic theories and lead to a better understanding 

of the underlying photonuclear mechanisms.

6.2 O utlook

In order to strengthen the conclusions yet further there are developments that 

can be applied to any future experiment. A significant constraint on the current
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measurement, aside from low statistics at high photon energies, is the deuteron 

energy threshold. A reduction in the flight path of say 50% would go some way 

to reducing the energy threshold, as would a thinner target and TOF-side AE 

layer. A 50 MeV deuteron loses ~5 MeV in the target and then a further ~7 MeV 

in the 2mm AE detector. Reducing the flight path to the TOF detectors brings 

the added benefit of an increased angular acceptance as would layering the TOF 

stands 2 deep and spreading out to cover a much wider range of the available 

phase space. In the present measurement, the back two stands in each bank of 

four are made redundant when used to detect deuterons because they are mostly 

stopped in the first layer. The second layer would play a more important role 

if the stands were brought forward as more of the deuterons would have higher 

energies at the TOF detectors and would punch through. As has been shown in 

this thesis the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction has an interesting opening angle distribution 

and the measurement of it would benefit from a wider spread of the deuteron 

detectors. Although the 12C(7 ,pd) reaction appears to be quasi-3He like at low 

missing energy for the present geometry it is possible that other mechanisms are 

significant especially at higher missing energies. It would therefore be valuable to 

take data over a wider range of the available phase space. Moving into regions of 

the phase space away from ‘quasi-3He kinematics’ might allow small contributions 

from non-quasi-3He mechanisms to be identified. It will also aid in resolving the 

ratio of direct to pickup processes as moving away from regions where direct 

processes will dominate will also reduce any direct (7 ,pn) component which may 

be the basis of a pickup process. A soon to be published study by the Glasgow 

group [54] has shown that, in non-quasideuteron regions, 2N mechanisms do 

indeed die away enabling the examination of reactions which involve 3 or more 

particles.

The reduction in energy thresholds may also enable the detection on the TOF
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side of a significant number of tritons presently barely observable on sail plots 

like figure 4.2. An increased yield of tritons would enable the study of the (7 ,pt) 

reaction which would be interesting because it is more difficult to see how this 

reaction would proceed from an initial (7 ,pn) reaction in that it would require 

two pickups or the pickup of a quasideuteron in order to form a pnn particle in 

the final state. This reaction may however be a ‘quasi-4He’ process in which the 

photon is absorbed on an alpha particle in the nucleus.

In principle, the PiP detector is also able to detect deuterons and so enables 

the study of this reaction with the corresponding proton detected in TOF. In 

the present experimental setup the TOF-side proton energy threshold would be 

~28MeV and since the PiP-side energy threshold does not have as great an effect 

due to the much reduced flight path to PiP, a greater yield of pd events is to be 

expected.

Any future measurement of 12C(7 ,pd) would of course benefit from some mi

croscopic calculations like those Laget has carried out for 3He, although Laget’s 

approach of summing over all possible ‘diagrams’ may not be feasible for 12C as 

the number of possible diagrams will increase significantly. The complications in 

calculating cross sections even for the simplest case of 3He may mean that, for the 

forseeable future, realistic calculations will be based on a shell-model approach.
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A .l  In troduction

In this appendix the methods employed in producing the 3N F(P ) distribution 

are discussed. This distribution is the basis of the direct model simulation as it 

builds the P 2F(P) distribution where P  is the 3N momentum vector. It describes 

the probability of finding three nucleons with total momentum P.

A .2 T he R adial W avefunction

Figure A.1(a) shows the radial wavefunction Rp|  times r, where r is the radial 

distance from the centre, for a proton in the p3 shell of 12C. The radial wavefunc

tion Rp|  is produced using an Elton-Swift potential [61]. Figure A. 1(a) reflects 

the fact that the most probable radius of orbit from the centre of the nucleus for 

a proton in this shell is ~  2.5 fm. Figure A.2(a) shows the radial wavefunction 

for a proton in the s-shell. As expected, this has a smaller average radius of orbit. 

Integrating the function {rR)2 gives unity.

A .3 T he W avefunction in  M om entum  Space

Taking the Fourier transform of the radial wave function gives the wavefunction 

in momentum space (see section A.5). This momentum probability distribution 

is the form factor F(p) where p is the nucleon momentum and is shown on figure 

A. 1(b). For a P | shell proton

roo

F (p ) = (J0 r2 h (v r )R p\d r )2 (A.l)

where ji(pr) is a spherical Bessel function of order one. The order of this function 

reflects the angular momentum of the state. Figure A.1(c) replots this form factor 

on a logarithmic scale and reveals the ’zeroes4 which correspond to ‘forbidden’ mo
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menta, where there is zero probability of finding a nucleon with that momentum. 

This momentum distribution is also used in the second Monte Carlo simulation 

of the experiment which is based on a pickup model; from it the momentum of 

the picked-up proton is chosen, with the condition that is has a momentum value 

very close to that of the outgoing neutron.

Plotting the same distributions for particles in the s-shell reveals different 

shapes. Figure A.2(b) shows the F(p) distribution for an s-shell proton on a 

linear scale. It can be seen that the most probable momenta are close to zero 

and the probability rapidly falls off with increasing momentum reflecting the fact 

that the potential is infinite at the origin. Figure A.2(c) shows the distribution 

on a logarithmic scale.
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Distributions for a p3/2 particle
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Figure A.l: Distributions for a single p± -shell particle; (a) is the radial wave

function times r; (b) is the F(p) distribution for a single p-shell nucleon and (c)

is the same F(p) distribution plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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Distributions for a s 1/2 particle
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Figure A.2: Distributions for a single si-shell particle; (a) is the radial wave

function times r; (b) is the F(p) distribution for a single s-shell nucleon and (c)

is the same F(p) distribution plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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A .4 M ixing T hree W avefunctions

A .4.1 Three ps Shell Particles
2

Before folding together three single particle wavefunctions to obtain an F(P) 

distribution for the 3He cluster in the nucleus, the mixing of the angular momenta 

of the particles has to be considered. The following is a description of the coupling

of three p3 shell wavefunctions.
2

A p-shell particle has angular momentum 1=1 and so the possible angular

momenta of the combination of two such particles are Z= 0, 1 or 2. Using the

Clebsch-Gordon coefficient notation

<  l\ /2  m l  7712 | l m  > ( A . 2)

where I is the angular momentum quantum number of the combined state and 

m is the quantum number which takes one of the 2Z+1 quantum numbers from 

-Z,-Z+1,...Z, the coefficients for each possible outcome can be determined as follows

< 1100 | 00 > =  (A.3)

< 1 1 0 0  | 10 > =  0 (A.4)

< 1 1 0 0  | 20 > =  - j |  (A.5)

[it should be noted that when summing over all possible magnetic substates we 

are only left with the 7711=7712=0 states, [16]] This means that |  of the time the 

combined system produces an Z=0 state and is in an Z=2 state in the remaining 

|  of the time.

If the third Z=1 particle is now coupled to the Z=0 and Z=2 states above, the 

possible outcomes for the angular momenta of the tri-particle system are Z=1 

when coupling to the zero state and Z= 1, 2 or 3 when coupling to the angular
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momentum 2 state. The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are

< 2 1 0 0  I 10 > =  - y |  (A.6)

< 2 1 0 0  | 20 > =  0 (A.7)

< 2 1 0 0  | 30 > = - 7 |  (A.8)

This means that |  of the time an Z=1 state is produced and the remaining |  of 

the time, the combined system is in an 1=3 state.

So overall,

, , 1 2 2 9 . T .,  .1= 1 occurs -  + -  X — = — o / the time (A.9)
o O 0 10

and
2 3 6

1 = 3 occurs -  x -  =  — o f the time (A.10)
u 0 10

This means that three p-shell particles will produce an F(P ) distribution as 

follows

Q r°° fi r°°
F ( P ) = — r 2j i ( p r ) ^ | d r ) 2 +  — r2 j 3( p r ) d r f  (A .ll)

The resulting F (P ) distribution is shown on figure A.3(a). Figure A.3(b) shows 

the distribution on a logarithmic scale.

The P 2F(P) distribution is shown on figure A.3(c).
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Distributions for three  p3/2 particles
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Figure A.3: Distributions for three p±-shell particles; (a) is the F(P) distribu

tion for three p-shell nucleons; (b) is the same F(P) distribution plotted on a

logarithmic scale and (c) is the resulting P 2F(P) distribution.
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A.4.2 M ixing Two p | Particles w ith an si Shell Particle

Following similar arguments to those above, pps mixing produces a final state 

which is an admixture of 1=0 and 1=2 states. The resulting F (P ) distribution is 

built up from

1 9 r ° °
F (p ) = 3  (JQ r2j 0(pr)R2p3_ R aid r )2 + -  (jf r2 j 2(pr) R2p3_ Rai_ dr)2 (A.12)

and is shown on figure A.4(a).

Figure A.4(b) shows the distribution on a logarithmic scale.

The P 2F(P) distribution is shown on figure A.4(c).
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Distributions for pps particles
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Figure A.4: Distributions for two ps-shell particles folded with a third si-shell
2 2

particle; (a) is the F(P) distribution for the three nucleons; (b) is the same F(P) 

distribution plotted on a logarithmic scale and (c) is the resulting P 2F(P) distri

bution.
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A. 5 W avefuctions

In configuration space the wavefunction for a single nucleon is

*(e) = E <?'"■ Mr) Ylm(r) (A.13)
lm

where C/m is a normalisation constant which can be obtained using Clebsch- 

Gordon tables, Ri is the radial wavefunction and Yim is a spherical harmonic. 

The normalisation condition

J iff * V dr = 1 (A.14)

is ensured if

and

J |.R/(r)|2 r2 dr = 1 (A.15)

E l^ml2 = 1 (A.16)
l m

In momentum space the wavefunction is

$(p)  = (2x)-5 [  e- '- -  9{r)dr (A.17)

Using

/  C"--  = E M-O* iKl”*) (r )^m(r ) (A.18)
lm

and integrating, we obtain

♦(e) =  EC-O'C/m e,(p) Ylm(p) (A.19)
l m

where

®Kp) ~ \ l~  I r2 ji(pr) Ri(r)dr (A.20)

The momentum distribution integrating over all possible angles is then

J $*(p) $(p) d£lp p2dp = ^2  \Cim®i(p)\2 p2dp = F(p) p2dp (A.21)
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E7 = 175 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton cross section

^ab(deg) solid angle(sr) 0/ab(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/dQ,ndQp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 59.5 0.275 131.9 ±  23.9

111.7 0.0722 51.9 0.268 130.4 ±  24.6

122.7 0.0638 42.9 0.253 94.4 ±  23.6

131.1 0.0644 36.2 0.237 28.0 ±  24.9

51.9 0.0733 110.8 0.258 249.2 ±  30.2

63.5 0.0653 97.7 0.273 272.4 ±  34.7

72.0 0.0654 88.7 0.276 229.5 ±  42.2

82.9 0.0749 77.8 0.270 221.3 ±  25.9

92.0 0.0747 69.2 0.258 244.6 ±  29.6

22.9 0.0739 147.6 0.214 159.5 ±  30.1

33.3 0.0657 133.7 0.257 172.0 ±  33.8

41.9 0.0658 122.8 0.270 337.7 ±  34.8

53.7 0.0747 108.7 0.272 222.6 ±  28.1

62.8 0.0758 98.5 0.263 243.6 ±  28.6

Table B.l: ( y ,pd) cross sections for E^=175 MeV and Em < 4 4  MeV
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E7 = 225 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton cross section

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/dn„dfip(n6/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 57.1 0.273 381.7 ±  45.9

111.7 0.0722 49.7 0.265 345.9 ±  42.3

122.7 0.0638 41.0 0.248 237.7 ±  45.1

131.1 0.0644 34.6 0.232 105.1 ±  44.6

51.9 0.0733 107.8 0.262 369.4 ±  37.1

63.5 0.0653 94.6 0.275 336.7 ±  42.4

72.0 0.0654 85.7 0.275 426.2 ±  58.2

82.9 0.0749 74.9 0.266 327.4 ±  35.8

92.0 0.0747 66.5 0.253 405.6 ±  40.3

22.9 0.0739 145.8 0.228 262.8 ±  36.7

33.3 0.0657 131.3 0.261 255.4 ±  38.8

41.9 0.0658 120.0 0.272 287.3 ±  42.5

53.7 0.0747 105.7 0.270 316.3 ±  35.4

62.8 0.0758 95.4 0.257 400.8 ±  41.5

Table B.2: (~f,pd) cross sections for E1 =225 MeV and Em < 4 4  MeV
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E7 = 275 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) &2(r/dQnd£lp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 55.0 0.272 404.9 ±  55.7

111.7 0.0722 47.8 0.262 508.5 ±  62.9

122.7 0.0638 39.3 0.245 356.4 ±  70.0

131.1 0.0644 33.2 0.227 81.4 ±  42.3

51.9 0.0733 105.1 0.266 214.9 db 31.7

63.5 0.0653 92.0 0.276 206.0 ±  39.6

72.0 0.0654 83.1 0.273 373.3 ±  66.6

82.9 0.0749 72.5 0.263 345.6 ±  41.0

92.0 0.0747 64.2 0.248 465.2 ±  51.4

22.9 0.0739 144.0 0.233 210.1 ±  35.9

33.3 0.0657 129.1 0.264 194.9 ±  43.9

41.9 0.0658 117.6 0.273 262.4 ±  47.7

53.7 0.0747 103.0 0.268 211.6 ±  35.6

62.8 0.0758 92.7 0.253 320.3 ±  42.2

Table B.3: (~l,pd) cross sections for E^=275 MeV and Em < 4 4  MeV
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E7 = 325 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) &2<r/&QndQp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 53.1 0.270 381.0 ±  63.5

111.7 0.0722 46.1 0.261 341.1 ±  58.1

122.7 0.0638 38.0 0.243 482.2 ±  92.1

51.9 0.0733 102.8 0.269 135.2 ±  28.9

63.5 0.0653 89.6 0.276 163.8 ±  39.6

72.0 0.0654 80.8 0.272 123.1 ±  45.5

82.9 0.0749 70.3 0.260 283.6 ±  44.0

92.0 0.0747 62.2 0.244 295.2 ±  44.4

22.9 0.0739 142.4 0.238 127.2 ±  32.4

33.3 0.0657 127.0 0.267 152.0 ±  38.0

41.9 0.0658 115.3 0.274 103.0 ±  34.3

53.7 0.0747 100.6 0.265 125.0 ±  31.2

62.8 0.0758 90.4 0.248 253.3 ±  43.0

Table B.4: (~i,pd) cross sections for =325 MeV and Em < 4 4  MeV
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E7 = 375 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/&QndQ,p(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 51.5 0.267 118.5 ±  41.9

111.7 0.0722 44.7 0.256 224.1 ±  56.6

122.7 0.0638 36.7 0.237 129.1 ±  59.8

51.9 0.0733 100.6 0.271 112.6 ±  28.7

63.5 0.0653 87.4 0.275 95.4 ±  31.8

72.0 0.0654 78.7 0.270 53.9 ±  35.0

82.9 0.0749 68.3 0.256 173.8 ±  39.7

92.0 0.0747 60.3 0.228 125.8 ±  33.5

22.9 0.0739 140.9 0.242 21.3 ±  17.5

33.3 0.0657 125.1 0.269 21.5 ±  21.8

41.9 0.0658 113.2 0.274 13.2 ±  16.9

53.7 0.0747 98.4 0.262 41.3 ±  20.1

62.8 0.0758 88.2 0.234 85.9 ±  29.5

Table B.5: f y ,pd) cross sections for E^=375 MeV and Em < 4 4  MeV
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E7 = 175 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton cross section

Oiab{ deg) solid angle(sr) 0/a&(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/dflnd Qp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 60.7 0.276 222.2 ±  31.0

111.7 0.0722 53.0 0.270 146.5 ±  26.8

122.7 0.0638 43.8 0.254 117.5 ±  26.4

131.1 0.0644 37.0 0.238 71.4 ±  15.5

51.9 0.0733 112.2 0.255 211.4 ±  28.0

63.5 0.0653 99.1 0.272 233.2 ±  34.8

72.0 0.0654 90.1 0.276 232.1 ±  42.2

82.9 0.0749 79.2 0.271 197.0 ±  25.8

92.0 0.0747 70.5 0.260 122.5 ±  22.0

22.9 0.0739 148.5 0.203 209.5 ±  34.9

33.3 0.0657 134.9 0.254 282.4 ±  42.8

41.9 0.0658 124.1 0.269 234.0 ±  37.6

53.7 0.0747 110.1 0.273 231.1 ±  30.3

62.8 0.0758 99.9 0.265 165.9 ±  26.0

Table B.6: fy,pd) cross sections for E1=175 MeV and Em= ^-7 0  MeV
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E7 = 225 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton cross section

theta(deg) solid angle (sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2a/d£lnd£lp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 58.0 0.274 363.4 ±  43.3

111.7 0.0722 50.6 0.266 265.3 ±  39.6

122.7 0.0638 41.7 0.250 346.3 ±  53.7

131.1 0.0644 35.2 0.234 157.9 ±  44.2

51.9 0.0733 109.0 0.261 425.6 db 42.3

63.5 0.0653 95.9 0.274 492.3 ±  50.5

72.0 0.0654 86.9 0.275 431.5 ±  60.8

82.9 0.0749 76.1 0.268 476.8 ±  42.7

92.0 0.0747 67.6 0.256 430.7 ±  42.3

22.9 0.0739 146.5 0.226 322.1 ±  42.7

33.3 0.0657 132.3 0.259 338.6 ±  47.5

41.9 0.0658 121.2 0.272 305.9 ±  45.2

53.7 0.0747 106.9 0.273 352.5 ±  37.3

62.8 0.0758 96.6 0.259 458.4 ±  43.6

Table B.7: (y,pd) cross sections for E1 =225 MeV and Em =44-70 MeV
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E7 = 275 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/dQndQ,p(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 55.8 0.272 380.6 ±  55.7

111.7 0.0722 48.5 0.264 379.7 ±  54.9

122.7 0.0638 40.0 0.246 394.4 ±  69.7

131.1 0.0644 33.7 0.229 177.5 ±  58.1

51.9 0.0733 106.2 0.265 409.3 ±  46.5

63.5 0.0653 93.1 0.275 453.4 ±  58.3

72.0 0.0654 84.1 0.274 624.4 ±  85.0

82.9 0.0749 73.5 0.264 524.9 ±  50.5

92.0 0.0747 65.1 0.250 545.6 ±  53.5

22.9 0.0739 144.7 0.231 304.0 ±  47.4

33.3 0.0657 130.0 0.263 388.5 ±  57.8

41.9 0.0658 118.6 0.273 379.0 ±  55.6

53.7 0.0747 104.1 0.269 409.9 ±  47.3

62.8 0.0758 93.8 0.255 509.9 ±  54.1

Table B.8: fy,pd) cross sections for E1=275 MeV and Em=44-70 MeV
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E7 = 325 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2a/dQndQ,p(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 53.9 0.270 530.0 ±  73.2

111.7 0.0722 46.8 0.260 403.3 ±  65.9

122.7 0.0638 38.5 0.243 383.9 ±  79.8

51.9 0.0733 103.7 0.268 242.4 ±  38.7

63.5 0.0653 90.6 0.276 346.1 ±  58.1

72.0 0.0654 81.7 0.273 376.0 ±  74.6

82.9 0.0749 71.2 0.261 416.5 ±  53.5

92.0 0.0747 63.0 0.246 466.4 ±  59.6

22.9 0.0739 143.1 0.236 204.7 ±  40.9

33.3 0.0657 127.9 0.265 213.3 ±  49.2

41.9 0.0658 116.2 0.273 214.7 ±  47.7

53.7 0.0747 101.6 0.266 292.3 ±  45.5

62.8 0.0758 91.3 0.250 334.2 ±  50.2

Table B.9: (y,pd) cross sections for E1=325 MeV and Em =44-70 MeV
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E7 = 375 ±  lOMeV

TOF side deuteron PIP side proton result

theta(deg) solid angle(sr) theta(deg) solid angle(sr) d2<r/dQndQp(nb/sr2)

102.8 0.0722 52.2 0.268 292.8 ±  66.4

111.7 0.0722 45.3 0.257 426.0 ±  82.1

122.7 0.0638 37.2 0.239 412.2 ±  81.1

51.9 0.0733 101.5 0.269 212.5 ±  38.6

63.5 0.0653 88.3 0.276 282.7 ±  42.2

72.0 0.0654 79.5 0.273 330.7 ±  37.3

82.9 0.0749 69.1 0.258 303.0 ±  49.2

92.0 0.0747 61.1 0.238 407.1 ±  58.9

22.9 0.0739 141.5 0.240 142.2 ±  34.9

33.3 0.0657 125.9 0.268 156.8 ±  45.9

41.9 0.0658 114.0 0.274 66.0 ±  31.6

53.7 0.0747 99.3 0.263 121.1 ±  33.9

62.8 0.0758 89.1 0.245 243.5 ±  46.1

Table B.IO: (y,pd) cross sections for E^=375 MeV and Em=44-70 MeV
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